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Introduction

1 Louis Ducos du Hauron, Landscape 
at Agen, 1878. Heliochromy obtained 
by author’s trichrome process. 7

In the first decades of its existence, photography was dubbed ‘sun painting’,

a phrase often intended to be derisive, and one which epitomized the

seemingly inescapable confrontation of photography’s mechanical

character to the painter’s artistic freedom. This confrontation remained a

leitmotiv of virtually all discourse on the invention until, in the twentieth

century, photography gained acceptance in the museum and the art

market on the basis of a partial assimilation to the model of painting.

More recently, an alternative gloss of photography as ‘light writing’

has gained acceptance to foreground an affinity of photography with

literature, or the realm of the written.1 To many commentators of both the

early and the later history of the medium, this sympathy now appears

quite as relevant, if not more, as the somewhat forced marriage of

photography to painting. From William Henry Fox Talbot’s ground -

breaking exploration of photography in his extraordinarily subtle book

The Pencil of Nature (1844–6) to Cindy Sherman’s or Sophie Calle’s

impersonations in fictional photographs, and not least to the countless

insights offered by writers engaging photography either as a theme or 

a companion, the relationship of photography to literature now forms a

vital part of the medium’s complex history, and has become an ever

growing field of inquiry. 

Yet the order of the terms in the title Photography and Literature may

seem somewhat provocative. Most accounts of photography’s relationship

to literature published so far have been told by literary scholars, from the

point of view of literature, and are therefore more often identified as

studies of ‘literature and photography’.2 Anthologies and surveys have



concentrated on the ways in which writers received photography, rejected

or incorporated it in their work, and in some cases collaborated with

photographers; broader investigations have considered the growing

incorporation of images into modern literature.3 More theoretically

minded critics have addressed the issues of the writing or the framing 

of photography by literature, as well as of the reordering or de-ordering of

literature by the experience of photography. Yet a recurring assumption is

that literature is the older, the broader, the more regulated and the more

established cultural form, while photography is (still!) the newcomer, the

alien, if not the troublemaker. Roland Barthes, arguably photography’s

most influential critic, described in his Camera Lucida (1980) the ‘trouble’

introduced by the advent of photography. His own intellectual

background, as literary scholar turned semiotician and then philosopher

of the photograph, testifies to a cultural matrix for which photography

remained something of a novelty, and an intruder of sorts in the older and

more serene realm of literature. To be sure, much the same pattern may 

be observed in traditional western narratives of the relationship between

word and image, or written and visual cultures, and such narratives have

deep roots in western philosophy.4 Without claiming to address such a

broad intellectual genealogy, this book departs from the mainstream of

studies on literature and photography in two comple men tary ways. 

On the one hand, as the title makes explicit, I attempt to reverse the

angle of vision by looking at photography’s encounters with literature

from the point of view of photography and photographers. Such a choice

(which need not be exclusive of the more habitual literary angle) is

obviously no small order, for the ‘point of view of photography’ is not

easily located or unified. While we have a growing corpus of literary

‘interactions’ with photography, to use Jane Rabb’s excellent term,5 the

history of photographic involvements with literature remains a shadowy

and fragmented subject. During most of the nineteenth century and

indeed into the twentieth, photographers were in general not writers, 

or did not write publicly, and, assuming that ‘photography’ can be iso -

lated as a homogeneous cultural entity, it did not aspire to the status of

literature. This estrangement of photography from literature (which

admitted important early exceptions) only changed – in part – in the8
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wake of Modernism and the growing recognition of photography as a

distinct art form. In the second half of the twentieth century this shift

grew more solid and diverse at the same time, the photo-book becoming

perhaps the ‘serious’ photographer’s most adequate and desirable mode

of expression, and in many prominent examples involving a ‘serious’

writer’s stance. At the same time, increasing numbers of writers turned 

to photography either as a major topic for fiction or as a parallel artistic

practice. Still, obviously, not all uses and users of photography espoused

literature as a companion, and to this day the common practices of

photography, as well as its popular cultural uses, have perpetuated

diverse and sometimes indifferent relationships to literature. Thus the

emergence of a photographic point of view on, or in, literature would be a

more modest way of phrasing this shift, both in the sense of photography’s

self-consciousness emerging in history and in the sense of this point of

view manifesting itself in eclipses, peculiar moments, epiphanies. In this

respect, the present book can be understood as a history of an emergent

meeting between photography and literature.

2 Andor Kertész, Greenwich Village, 
New York, March 17, 1965. Silver print,
from the On Reading series.



Literature, conversely, is not so solid or clear-cut a domain as the

foregoing remarks might make it sound. No less important to the design 

of this book is a second premise, calling for a broad and dynamic defini -

tion of ‘literature’. In English, as well as in French and German, the word

literature changed meaning in the first half of the nineteenth century. Until

then, it had been a very inclusive term, covering virtually every aspect of

written or printed culture; science, insofar as it was written, was routinely

defined as a ‘literary pursuit’. This older definition needs to be borne in

mind when envisioning the beginnings of photography, which were deeply

enmeshed in written and printed culture. More generally, the larger sense

of literature as text or commentary is relevant to my purposes, insofar as

photography has so often been presented as an alternative to it. Meanwhile,

the birth of photography more or less coincided with the advent of a more

strictly delimited and increasingly prestigious realm of ‘literature’. In France

the publication in 1800 of Madame de Staël’s De la littérature was an

important step. In the wake of German Romanticism, literature (like art)

was now envisioned as both cultural heritage, especially national, and

individual pursuit with a reflexive, aesthetic ambition, as well as a claim

to deliver truths about society.6 After 1830 or so, in West European and

North American dictionaries, the word for ‘literature’ started to become

specialized as a label for the collective production of writers and for ‘liter -

ary’ practices, especially fiction and poetry. This redefinition of literature

– consistent with M. H. Abrams’s larger thesis of the trans forma tion of

the role of art from ‘mirror’ to ‘lamp’7 – was by no means purely semantic

and instead resulted in the establishment of literature as the major cultural

expression of both the Enlightenment and Romanticism, arguably the

quintessential or most authoritative expression of (western) culture.8

My intention, then, is to draw attention to the coincidence of the

invention of photography and the idea of photography as a technically

and socially based standard of (visual) truth, with this post-Romantic

advent of literature as the culturally sanctioned expression of the creative

self. This coincidence has not been emphasized as much as other compar -

able parallels – such as photography and positivism, photography and

history – precisely because these two inventions of the early nineteenth

century seemed so antagonistic. Photography was durably associated10



with ‘realism’ and its various brands, whether philosophical, economic or

aesthetic, and thus it seemed to run counter to a literary enterprise that

defined itself, at least partly, as the expansion of an individual imagina -

tion particularly drawn to invisible truths. If Romanticism can be defined,

among other things, as the striving of the artist to establish the self as ‘seer’

and ‘sayer’, then in some ways photography, or the idea of photog raphy,

can be considered largely anti-Romantic – a force of assertion of the ‘one’,

the ‘we’, the discourse of nature and society, poised against individual

expression. Such a picture is obviously very coarse, even fragmentary, 

be it only because one of photography’s inventors, Talbot, demonstrated

in his Pencil of Nature that photography could indeed serve individual

expression and Romantic aesthetics. For this reason Talbot is a major

topic in this book. The Pencil of Nature was, however, a unique endeavour

in its time, and, as we shall see, a far cry from a global rapprochement of

photography and literature. Yet from an early twenty-first-century 

standpoint, many signs suggest that photography, or at least some

prominent branches of it, have indeed managed to espouse literature,

while much literature has increasingly turned to photography for the

renewal of its sources and forms – to the point of producing a hybrid, 

a ‘photo-literature’ or ‘photo-textuality’9 concerned primarily with the

exploration of its own structures and practices. Thus, while this book

engages a broad history of relations between photography and literature,

one of the questions it raises is how photography has come to adopt 

the Romantic cult of the self, to the point of becoming its standard

expression. Conversely, it will also suggest that various deconstructionist

trends of the twentieth century, culminating in Postmodernism, have

sought out photography or the image as a tool to aid the emancipation of

literature from these Romantic origins.

I hasten to add, however, that this short book does not claim to

prove, or even to construct, a grand historical system – but more modestly

to delineate some patterns of evolution, relying on the solid groundwork

laid out by previous historians (Alan Trachtenberg, Jane Rabb, Jan Baetens,

Nancy Armstrong, Philippe Ortel, Bernd Stiegler, among others). Although

the general approach is chronological, the division of chapters identifies

five themes or viewpoints – inevitably ignoring or downplaying others, 11



and allowing also some overlap. In chapter One, ‘Writing the Invention

of Photog raphy’, I concentrate on photography’s beginnings and how the

invention and its publication were shaped by written culture – including

science and literature. In chapter Two, ‘Photography and the Book’, this

foundational connection is followed up in the later alliance of photog -

raphy with the space and economy of the book, which I describe as the

medium’s premier mode of circulation. In chapter Three, ‘Literary

Discoveries of Photography’, I survey the immense record of writers’

responses to photography, treating Roland Barthes’ Camera Lucida as 

the recapitulation of the ongoing discovery of photography that usually

signalled its foreignness to the project of literature. In chapter Four, 

‘The Literature of Photography’, I revert to ‘photography’s point of view’

to sketch a history of literary experiments by photographers, whether as

autobiography, manifesto, fiction, or, more recently, acting. Finally in

chapter Five, ‘The Photography of Literature’, I seek to complete the

depiction of a process of hybridization by outlining the various modes 

in which photography has been called upon to image literature, from 

portraits of writers to illustrated texts and, again recently, ‘photo-textual’

experiments. As we shall see, discernible conceptual patterns do emerge

in this history, concerning especially photography’s relationship to reality,

presence, and representation – particularly of the self. Still, this history 

is envisioned primarily as cultural, linking ideas and practices in an

investigation of art in society. 

12



The word is properly spelt Daguerréotype, and pronounced as if 

written Dagairraioteep. The inventor’s name is Daguerre, but the

French usage requires an accent on the second e, in the formation 

of the compound term. 

Edgar Allan Poe, 18401

Although a now age-old critique of modernity has associated photog -

raphy with the birth of ‘the image’ or the ‘mediasphere’2 and a parallel

demise or decline of written culture, photography’s beginnings hardly

resemble a flood of images upsetting the ancient pillars of writing. 

The creation of the word photography itself reflected the print tradition

(John F. W. Herschel linked the word to lithography and chalcography)

rather than the popular glosses as ‘sun painting’ or ‘light image’, while

Talbot’s earlier suggestion of skiagraphy (‘drawing [or] writing with 

shadow’) related his invention to writing.3 Many of the pioneers’ first

experiments involved the copying of written or printed documents,

including lithographs in Niépce’s case, diplomas in Hercules Florence’s,

and manuscripts in Talbot’s early photogenic drawings. For the historian,

the investigation of photography’s dawn is largely a matter of exploring 

written sources – often with tangled histories of their own – rather than

relying on ‘the images themselves’, if indeed images ever present them-

selves free from printed and written contexts in the nineteenth century.

In any account of the invention of photography, scientific or legal dis-

course and genealogical narratives tend to overwhelm the photographic

content, which is scarce and sometimes visually mediocre. Those

one

Writing the Invention of 
Photography

13
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genealogical narratives, acknowledging both the revo-

lutionary character of photography’s invention and its

roots in a seemingly universal ‘dream of mankind’,

often resort to literary sources and devices to substan-

tiate the newer medium. Finally, the amount of written

discourse that accompanies early photographic images

testifies to the ancillary status of photography in its

first years and even decades.4 While nineteenth-century

photographers generally did not write much, many

served the literary or scientific agendas of others with

more or better opportunities for writing, and per-

formed social functions whose significance was only

recorded – if it was – by writers and journalists. Thus 

I will argue in this first chapter that the invention of

photography must be envisioned squarely in its written

condition – a condition that, in some respects, the later

development of the medium would tend to break

away from. 

Most scholars agree that the sequence of events 

in 1839 that led to the publication of the first photo-

graphic processes marks the beginning of the (public)

history of photography. This sequence started with the inaugural session

of the French Academy of Sciences on 7 January, where physicist

François Arago gave the first, partial description of Daguerre’s ‘results’,

and continued with Talbot’s subsequent communications to the English

learned bodies. The advent of photography took the form of a Franco-

English academic rivalry, attended by a phenomenal amount of sensation

in the press of the industrialized world, and concluded in France by the

granting of a state pension to Isidore Niépce and Daguerre in exchange

for the publication of their processes.5 As a whole, this sequence was 

permeated by discourse and writing; it happened by way of telling, rather

than showing. Between the end of 1838 and the fall of 1839, when more

practical details emerged, very few persons outside the inventors’ circles,

members of learned bodies and European governments had access to the

various kinds of pictures produced, let alone the processes involved. Even

3 Nicéphore Niépce, Le Cardinal
d’Amboise, February 1827. Heliograph
reproduction of a 1650 engraving. Proof
on paper printed by engraver Lemaître
from the original plate obtained by
Nicéphore Niépce in 1826. 
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though Daguerre repeatedly warned that ‘the most detailed description

cannot suffice, one needs to watch the operation’,6 the French official

procedure included no opportunity to do so (except for Arago himself ) –

and even Daguerre’s plates were hardly exhibited until June, when the

pension bill was introduced in Parliament. It was not until August of

1839 that a joint session of the academies of sciences and the fine arts

finally divulged Daguerre’s process – and again it was Arago who spoke,

Daguerre having declined to speak on account of ‘a sore throat’ and

‘some shyness’.7 Even then, few people saw his small plates, and the

bizarre word daguerréotype signalled first and foremost a mystery. 

Talbot was more forthcoming with his photogenic drawings, display-

ing a number of them at the Royal Institution as early as 25 January of 1839,
though he did not forward them to Paris for comparison or to support

the claim of priority he filed with the French Academy of Sciences. Indeed,

what Larry Schaaf has called his ‘dilemmas’ revolved around when and

how to publish his 31 January memoir to the Royal Society.8 Several other

4 Frontispiece, with engraved portrait 
of Daguerre, and title page from Louis-
J.-M. Daguerre, Historique et description
des procédés du daguerréotype et du
Diorama (Paris, 1839). 
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inventors’ claims were similarly supported by written descriptions. To be

sure, the written condition of the invention of photography was a func-

tion of the fragile and elusive nature of the visual evidence available to

those in charge of appraising the invention. Guarded behaviour was also

motivated by the inventors’ protectiveness of their secrets and Daguerre’s

urge to capitalize financially on the process. Nevertheless, these factors

ultimately reflected the logic of evaluation itself, which, because its

stakes were legal, essentially rested on (legal) language. Insofar as both

daguerreotype and photogenic drawing, as well as lesser competitors,

claimed recognition as inventions, rather than art forms, and the more so

because in France a national reward was at stake, the early stages of 

photography were manifested in a series of legal proceedings to which

the emergent Franco-British rivalry (as well as Arago’s left-leaning poli-

tics) added nationalistic and ideological dimensions. Language, then,

both as writing and as oratory, was photography’s primary channel of

communication. (Had the scientific bodies wished to somehow publish

their findings visually, the best they could have done would have been to 

transcribe photographs as engravings. Photography, including Talbot’s

photogenic drawings in their early form, could hardly represent itself

publicly. Only with The Pencil of Nature would Talbot achieve a first, 

successful self-representation of photography.) And for the world at 

large, indeed even for many scientists, seeing a photographic image came

long after reading about it in the press or on bills and placards, as shown 

in Théodore Maurisset’s famous cartoon on ‘daguerreotypomania’.

Photography – like all nineteenth-century inventions – was experienced

as an event, and in writing, before it was encountered visually. This pre-

emption of fact by discourse meant photography would be received as 

an idea or text rather than as a picture, let alone as an experiment. For 

an invention described as ‘Nature representing herself ’ this situation 

was quite paradoxical: the natural image, before ever meeting the public’s

eye, was inscribed as the child of culture. 

Equally as striking is the fact that this process of affiliation, while regis-

tering the invention of photography squarely in the realm of science, often

communicated its novelty in the language of literature. As Paul-Louis

Roubert notes, Arago’s partial disclosures lent the daguerreotype the aura
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of a cultural creation, if not a legend, rather than a scientific discovery; 

this is particularly evident in the account given by the critic Jules Janin 

in L’Artiste of 27 January 1839, often considered the most influential early

press account, which extolled the daguerreotype as a modern realization 

of the biblical Fiat lux and particularly marvelled at its ability to record 

the most minute detail – down to ‘grains of sand’ – as well as, even

more improbably, ‘the shadow of a passing bird’.9 Still more revealing

are the various letters written by privileged viewers of Daguerre’s plates

to correspondents in different parts of the world. Whether intended 

for publica tion or not, they display remarkable efforts to mediate the

ex perience, and in so doing tend to oscillate between the language of

5 Théodore Maurisset, La Daguerréo  typo -
manie, December 1839, lithograph with
applied colour.



science and that of poetry, or fiction, and fantasy. Alexander von Humboldt,

who, as emeritus of the Academy of Sciences and personal friend of Arago, 

was one of the select few in the evaluation committee, wrote such a letter 

to Carl Gustav Carus on 2 February 1839. Though remarkably sober in its

general tone, this letter records the quasi-magical revelation of vivid detail

by the daguerreotype. A magnifying glass applied to a view of the Louvre

court reveals ‘blades of straw at every window’, while Humboldt later 

marvels that in the fixing of the plate ‘the blade of straw is not erased!’10

As Roland Recht has shown, the fascination for detail registered by such

exclamations, along with the sensuous appeal and the inner resonances

of a seemingly natural process of landscape-making, echoes recurring 

concerns of Romantic literature and aesthetics. This is illustrated, for

instance, in tales by E.T.A. Hoffmann or Nathaniel Hawthorne – even

though much of Romantic aesthetics emphasized the primacy of a ‘subjec-

tive’ observer that, as Jonathan Crary has suggested, may be construed as

anti-photographic.11

Less subtle than Humboldt’s, but much more explicitly fantastic, is the

letter written by Samuel F. B. Morse to his brothers on 9 March 1839. The

American painter–inventor had visited Daguerre’s studio during a stay in

Paris, where he hoped to marshal support for his electromagnetic telegraph.

Published verbatim in the New York Observer of 20 April, this letter func-

tioned as a public announcement of the invention in the United States.12

Like other commentators, Morse not only used the most incongruous

superlatives about Daguerre’s plates (‘they are Rembrandt perfected’) but

also situated them in the realm of the marvellous or, indeed, of the fantas-

tic. In his evocation of Daguerre’s view of the Boulevard du Temple, Morse

delivered a minute description of the scene as it appeared in the picture:

the Boulevard, so constantly filled with a moving throng of pedes-

trians and carriages, was perfectly solitary, except an individual

who was having his boots brushed. His feet were compelled, of

course, to be stationary for some time, one being on the box of the

boot-black, and the other on the ground. Consequently, his boots

and legs are well defined, but he is without body or head because

these were in motion.18



This ekphrasis reads as a fantastic tale a la Poe, and for that reason,

according to Robert Taft, many treated it as a hoax. It inaugurated, 

incidentally, photography’s connection to absence and (symbolic) death,

while squarely inscribing it in public consciousness as fantasy. Such 

fantastic readings were not isolated, nor reserved to provincial or popular

commentators; they filtered through the most official statements of 1839. 

One spectacular, if little known document testifying to an early 

‘literary invention’ of photography is the epic poem ‘Lampélie et Daguerre’

penned by Népomucène Lemercier, a prominent French academician,

semi-official writer and composer of neo-classical tragedies and allegorical

poetry, who specialized particularly in a kind of modern mythology. 19

6 Louis-J.-M. Daguerre, ‘View of the
Boulevard du Temple’, 1838/9, daguerreo-
type. Another image in the same series,
now lost, showed the man having his shoes
shined at lower left ‘without body or head’. 



Asserting in his preface the duty of modern writers to

celebrate the achievements of their times in the eternal

language of mythology, Lemercier wrote the history 

of Daguerre’s invention as an episode in the ongoing

quarrel between two daughters of Apollo, Lampélie,

goddess of light, and her sister Pyrophyse, goddess of

fire. The long versified epic treated the destruction by

fire of Daguerre’s Diorama on 6 March 1839 as an act

of vengeance on the part of the jealous Pyrophyse. 

It concluded with the successful wedding, sanctioned

by Apollo’s decree, of Daguerre and the glowing

Lampélie, bearing fruit in the daguerreotype and

opening the way, under Arago’s guidance, for the 

photographic exploration of ‘the empire’.13 This 

contrived piece, which was read to the annual joint

session of the five French academies on 2 May 1839,

has rightly been put aside in anthologies of literature

and photography. Yet Lemercier’s ode inaugurated a

mythological – arguably even theological – reading of

photography as a Promethean feat that would become

a routine feature of nineteenth-century essays on the

subject.14 Though a mere accessory in the vast patriot-

ic campaign that effected the glorification of Daguerre

in France, it fully illustrated the academic culture that, in France at least,

shaped the reception of photography. In this academic context, the

invention of photography was publicized as a new paradigm, not only

questioning the accepted relationships of science to art, but fore ground -

ing invention itself as a marvellous phenomenon. Because this invention

escaped the reach of full scientific explanation, but more importantly

because it was presented as beneficial to society as a whole, it seemed to

compel its champions to describe it in ‘literary’ terms.

This is particularly evident in the famous speech given by François

Arago to the Chamber of Deputies in June 1839, as support for the 

pension bill. Walter Benjamin wrote of this speech, which was widely

reproduced and quoted for years, that ‘it pointed out photography’s20

7 The opening lines of an allegorical poem,
‘Lampélie et Daguerre’, by Népomucène
Lemercier, Sur la découverte de l’ingénieux
peintre du Diorama . . . honouring Daguerre,
read at the French Academy on 2 May 1839
(Paris, 1839). 



applications to all aspects of human activity’.15 It is worth noting that 

this universality of photography was partly predicated on the abstraction

of a technical invention and a manual practice – of which Arago hardly

said anything – into a formidably simple and appealing idea. This

abstraction was expressed most concisely by the Minister of the Interior,

Tannegni Duchâtel, when he declared to the French deputies that

Daguerre’s invention could not be patented because it was really more

of an idea than an invention and that, once it was published, ‘everyone

[would] be able to use it.’16 I have elsewhere commented at length on

this idea, which brings together the notions of the natural (or an art

without art) and the democratic (an art for all) – or, as Roland Recht

suggests paraphrasing Paul Valéry, ‘the least possible Man’ (in its 

creation) and ‘as many men as possible’ (in its subsequent usage).17

For Arago’s progressive and even radical-leaning politics, photography

represented a precious asset. The idea of photography could serve a

Saint-Simonian programme of state-supervised modernization, but, 

in a more strictly political vein, it supported the advancement of demo-

cratic ideals – be it only in the cultural realm – for which the notion of 

a self-generated representation could be an appealing metaphor. One 

of the most telling aspects of Arago’s speech to the French Parliament

was that, far from dwelling on the scientific origins, interpretations, 

or uses of photography, it adopted a non-specialized stance – a layman’s

discourse, which posited photography as universally accessible, an

addition to culture rather than science. The Secretary of the Academy

of Sciences went so far as to stress that Daguerre’s process was not yet

fully explained scientifically, and that he would postpone this task until

after the passage of the bill. Thus, as the representative of science’s

authority to reward the inventors and, in the famous phrase, to ‘give

photography to the world’, he was simultaneously stressing the

estrangement, indeed the alienation, of invention, inventors, technology,

and practice from the ideal logic of science. Bewilderment at the magic

of the daguerreotype, combined with the urge to make the idea of 

photography as generic and accessible as possible, explain Arago’s

recourse to literary references and devices in a speech celebrating 

photography’s modernity. 21



This was a speech intended to support the project of a state grant 

for two inventors, and Arago had to prove that their results were indeed

new and original. Hence the need for a history of the invention, which

from then on became an important source of a literature of photogra-

phy. Arago’s narrative of the genesis of photography was superlatively

Rationalist, and yet it left room for bewilderment. On the one hand,

photography was the positive brainchild of modern science, or of 

modern invention explicated by science, and as such it terminated 

centuries of fruitless speculation. On the other, its realization at the

hands of Niépce and Daguerre was the serendipitous fulfilment of an

‘old dream of mankind’, and as such displayed the logic of desire rather

than that of reason,18 and a marvellous character that numbed science

and its verifiable procedures. On one side, photography was the end 

of ‘literature’, in the sense of vain textual speculation; on the other, 

‘literature’, in the sense of record of the imagination, was the image 

of photography. 

Thus Arago first took pains to distinguish between the positive

invention, a verifiable and repeatable fact, and the ‘old dream of 

man kind’ that had nourished and preceded it.19 Bemused Parliament

members were told that ‘the dream has just been realized’, which

implied that the invention had been a dream, but was no longer. This

photographic aurora from centuries of darkness was heightened by the

sketch of a whole prehistory of photography, the first elaboration of

what would become a substantial sub-genre of photo-history. Arago’s

genealogy typically reached far and wide, and typically zeroed in on

debatable sources. He initiated, first of all, the alchemical lineage of 

photography, erroneously attributing the invention of the camera 

obscura to Giambattista della Porta, the sixteenth-century Italian poly-

math. Coming from one of the day’s foremost specialists in optics, such

an attribution, which ignored the whole scholarly optical tradition from

Aristotle to Newton, was clearly biased. Equally revealing, considering

that in 1839 the scientific community at large saw the invention as a

breakthrough in chemistry, rather than in optics, was Arago’s cursory

treatment of the chemical prehistory of Daguerre’s use of iodized 

silver (especially in English- and German-language eighteenth-century22



photochemistry). That the Porta connection was 

popular in 1839 is demonstrated by the existence 

of a seventeenth-century portrait of Porta among

Daguerre’s papers.20 Photography’s relationship 

to alchemy has been explored by historians since

Arago,21 but Arago clearly had a different agenda. 

The French physicist was looking for a spectacular, i.e.

an anti-rational, ancestor of photography, as becomes

apparent in another passage of his genealogy. Eager 

to contrast the French inventors’ achievement with pre-

Enlightenment darkness, Arago alluded a contrario to

‘the extravagant conceptions of a Cyrano [de Bergerac]

or a [John] Wilkins’.22 Cyrano de Bergerac was the

famed author of Voyage dans la Lune (1657), and a 

popular reprint of his tales had been in circulation

since 1787 (Daguerre’s birth year). John Wilkins, 

bishop of Chester, first secretary of the Royal Society,

published in 1638 and 1640 two books about the 

discovery of ‘a world in the moon’, and in 1641 a 

treatise on cryptography which remained popular in

the seven teenth and eighteenth centuries. Both these

references are significant, not only because they

linked the invention of photography to a classic 

epitome of scientific fantasy – travel to the moon (Humboldt marvelled

in his letter to Carus about Daguerre’s ‘portraits’ of the moon), but also

because they were fairly unspecific. Neither Cyrano nor Wilkins had

anything to do with the prehistory of photography; they came into

Arago’s argument as popular instances of the ‘extravagant’ that served

to highlight the decisive separation of photography’s reality from its 

literary limbo. 

Later commentators, from the mid-1840s on, would augment the

genre of ‘literary premonitions of photography’, particularly with the

rediscovery of an obscure French eighteenth-century novel of imaginary

travel, Giphantie, which featured ‘elementary spirits’ fixing mirror images

with a special coating and which became an important source for 23

8 Title page of Giambattista Della Porta,
Magiae Naturalis Libri XX (Naples, 1589).



champions of the prophetic powers of literature.23 It became customary

to relate photography and other inventions of the century to the classics

of fantasy, for instance The Arabian Nights.24 Around 1900, the Austrian

chemist Josef-Maria Eder carried out encyclopaedic researches on the

history and especially prehistory of photography, which led him to gather

a dizzying collection of literary premonitions including, for instance, some

rather obscure lines by the Latin poet Statius. In the twentieth century,

Helmut Gernsheim, basing himself on Eder and other German-language

historians, would popularize a very broad narrative of ‘the origins of 24

9 E.J.-N. de Ghendt’s engraved illustration
of a traveller galloping on an ostrich, 
from Cyrano de Bergerac’s ‘L’histoire des
oiseaux’ in Voyages imaginaires, songes,
visions et romans cabalistiques, XIII

(Amsterdam, 1787). This collection of
imaginary travel narratives also contained
Cyrano’s Voyage to the Moon.

10 W. Marshall, engraved frontispiece of 
A Discourse Concerning a New World &
Another Planet in Two Books (London,
1640), the first book being John Wilkins’s
The Discovery of a New World.



photography’, and conclude that ‘the greatest mystery in the history of

photography’ was that ‘it was not invented earlier’, thereby diluting

much of the explosive character of its appearance in 1839.25 By the year

2000, the invention of photography – now also related to Asian tales of

the ‘magic paintbrush’ – had become a seemingly universal myth, and a

largely overdetermined event.

Arago, on the contrary, sought first and foremost to present photog-

raphy as a revolution. While the French academician highlighted the

superior power of science as midwife to this breakthrough, he did not

shrink from enlisting the magic of chance among the new fields dis-

closed by photography. Further on in his speech, he dwelt on the

‘unexpected’ as a source of inventive progress, giving the example of

‘some children accidentally [placing] two lenses in opposite ends of a

tube’ and thereby inventing the telescope.26 In his 1840 commentary 

on the daguerreotype, Edgar Allan Poe would pick up on this bit of 

rationalist mystique, insisting in close echo to Arago: ‘it is the unfore-

seen upon which we must calculate most largely.’27 The secretary of the

Academy of Sciences was, in fact, not above adding drama to the whole

procedure, which led some of the more conservative scientific circles to

fault him for tainting the invention with mystery and sensation instead

of explaining it away.28 Indeed Arago invoked the literature and literary

effects of his time as much as he revoked the ‘extravagant conceptions’ of

the past, and his picture of photography appealed to the modern literary

imagination in several ways. In his adroit recapitulation of photogra-

phy’s genesis he combined the vast perspectives of world scientific

history and the individual merits of the (French) inventors, turning first

the spotlight on ‘the late Mr. Niépce, a retired landowner in the vicinity

of Châlon’, who ‘devoted his leisure to scientific researches’.29 In casting

this figure of a gentleman farmer turned successful (if erratic) inventor,

Arago evinced the somewhat populist and Balzacian image of a solitary,

provincial genius privately working out wonders that illustrious 

scientists had failed to approach. For Arago, in finding a way of ‘fixing’

his images, ‘the ingenuous experimenter from Châlon’ had ‘solved, as

early as 1827, a problem which had resisted the superior sagacity of a

Wedgwood or a Humphry Davy’. 25



To be sure, such a eulogium served a patriotic

cause; but at the same time it managed to insert the

invention of photography into a more common 

culture, a layman’s modernity, of which biography –

both historical and fictional – was one of the privi-

leged languages. Arago was a renowned author of lives

of scientists and inventors. As for fictional biography,

Balzac especially created several characters of inven-

tors (some rather mysterious) in novels such as Louis

Lambert. Nadar, in his Panthéon Nadar, or Mathew

Brady, in his Gallery of Illustrious Americans, would

forcefully link photography to the illustration and

popularization of biography as the modern genre 

of heroism. Later commentators would expand 

ad libitum on the inventors’ biographies and their

moments of serendipity, creating, as Louis Figuier 

and Francis Wey in France, a whole legend around 

the invention of photography.30 Finally, in what 

was perhaps the most vibrant passage of his speech,

devoted to the ‘extraordinary advantages’ to be

derived from the daguerreo type for the reproduction

of hieroglyphics, Arago chose to refer, in the past 

conditional and in a clearly nostalgic tone, to one of

the founding moments of French Romanticism, the

Napoleonic era and especially Napoleon’s Egyptian

expedition: ‘everybody will realize that had we had photography in 1798
we would possess today faithful pictorial records of that which the

learned world is forever deprived of by the greed of the Arabs and the

vandalism of certain travellers.’31 Again, this claim displays a patriotic,

Arabophobic, and even Anglophobic, stance. Yet from the standpoint 

of French literary taste, it closely echoed the mood of such landmark

Romantic texts as Alfred de Musset’s Confession of a Child of the Century

(1836), the mournful lament of a youth frustrated after 1815 in his antici-

pation of glorious future, or Stendhal’s Chartreuse de Parme, published in

1839 – the very year of Arago’s speech – which began with a grandiose26

11 Francis Wey, ‘Comment le soleil est
devenu peintre . . .’ (‘How the sun became a
painter: History of the daguerreotype and
photography’), from Musée des familles,
June 1853. Engraving drawn by Gustave
Janet, showing ‘Daguerre discovering the
effect of a spoon left on a plate’.



and ominous tableau of the battle of Waterloo. Romantic memories 

also permeated Daguerre’s plates.

Memories of Waterloo, Napoleon, and the demise of the Empire,

indeed, functioned in 1839 as a symbolic backdrop for the Franco-British

rivalry over the invention of photography, and not just in France. In his

private research notebooks of July 1839, a Daguerre-obsessed Talbot used

the names ‘Waterloo’ and ‘Wellington’ to refer to a variety of chemically

prepared papers,32 and later he continued to refer to a class of ‘Waterloo

papers’ which he hoped would establish his revenge over the daguerreo-

type. As Larry Schaaf aptly writes, ‘Talbot’s Waterloo and Wellington papers

were barbed reminders of his attitude towards his French rival.’33 For

Talbot, as for Arago, however, Egypt and the Napoleonic wars were not

only the theatres of ‘nationality’, Talbot’s word for patriotism. They were

also sites of memory, deeply coloured by literary treatments of the post-

Revolutionary wars and of Napoleon’s figure himself, as the European

hero and anti-hero that Romantics from Goethe to Ralph Waldo Emerson

did not cease scrutinizing as a herald of modernity. Talbot himself took

part in this cult, albeit ambiguously, when, in 1839, he produced a photo-

genic reproduction of the autograph manuscript of a stanza of Byron’s

27

12 Louis-J.-M. Daguerre, Interior of a
Cabinet of Curiosities, 1837. Photographic
reproduction of a daguerreotype. 





‘Ode to Napoleon’ as an illustration, intended for

Herschel, of his vision of ‘every man his own printer

and publisher’ through the agency of photography.34

The English inventor, like his sometime photo-

graphic partner John W. Herschel and other Royal

Society supporters, was deeply aware that the scientific

and diplomatic contest over the invention of photog -

raphy was also a contest of narratives. Talbot’s paper 

of 31 January 1939, read for him at the Royal Society,

was significantly titled ‘Some Account of the Art of

Photo genic Drawing . . .’, where the word account

announced a discourse that, though very different from

Arago’s, was genealogical as much as it was descriptive.

‘In the spring of 1834 I began to put in practice a method

which I had devised some time previously’, Talbot’s

paper began.35 That photogenic drawing was considered

by Talbot a process of birthing and becoming or

appearing – a genesis or an epiphany – is suggested by

the term itself, which Talbot would later drop at the

advice of Herschel. Even granting that this process was

still being perfected at the time of his paper, one is

struck by Talbot’s insistence on narrating his experi-

ments, not only in the first, more historical, section, 

but in many passages of the paper, where descriptions

of effects and methods are regularly interspersed by

autobiographical statements, for example in §3:

at the very commencement of my experiments

upon this subject, when I saw how beautiful were

the images which were thus produced by the

action of light, I regretted the more that they 

were destined to have such a brief existence, 

and I resolved to attempt to find out, if possible,

some method of preventing this, or retarding it 

as much as possible. 29

13  William Henry Fox Talbot, ‘A Stanza
from the Ode to Napoleon in Lord Byron’s
Hand’. Photogenic drawing negative of
Byron manuscript, before April 1840. 

14 John Moffat, Portrait of W.H.F. Talbot,
1864; albumen print on a carte-de-visite.



Talbot was countering Arago’s claims, but not only by declaring 

the invention of a different, original (and English) process. Using the 

first person past tense throughout (‘I thought’, ‘I resolved to attempt’, 

‘I discovered’), and noting that before him few if any researchers had

apparently ‘followed up to any extent’ the same idea, Talbot was writing

the invention of photography as a personal matter involving both experi-

ment and experience. Whereas Arago would talk of a ‘dream of mankind’

and outline a broad (if fictitious) prehistory of photography, Talbot

emphasized, in this paper, as in many later productions, his invention as

a private dream, a solitary adventure, and something of a chance event.

Arago, seeking to maximize the rhetorical effects of his intervention,

would forge the figure of Niépce as an isolated and somewhat fanciful

inventor, as if photography had needed a storyteller to become fully 

public and intelligible. Talbot, on the contrary, not only made himself 

the narrator of his own invention but clearly chose not to separate, in his

‘account’, any statement of ‘results’ or methods from either the procedures

of experiment and deduction that led to them or the wonders and emo-

tions they raised in his mind. In a famous passage titled ‘On the art of

fixing a shadow’, the inventor of photogenic drawing – who had, in 1830,

penned a poem called ‘The Magic Mirror’ – spelled out the very marvel-

lous or magical character of photography that Arago would consistently

strive to keep at bay (even as he made use of it for propaganda purposes).

Talbot suggested by the same token that the thought and process of ‘fixing’

a shadow were ultimately more seductive than the result on paper:

The phenomenon which I have now briefly mentioned appears to me

to partake of the character of the marvellous . . . The most transitory

of things, a shadow, the proverbial emblem of all that is fleeting and

momentary, may be fettered by the spells of our ‘natural magic,’ and

may be fixed for ever in the position which it seemed destined for a

single instant to occupy.36

Roland Barthes wrote in Camera Lucida that the advent of photog -

raphy divided the history of the world. Thus it is not surprising that, after

1839 and until the present day, the event of photography’s invention has30



continued to inspire historical as well as literary imaginations. I have

already mentioned the formidable development of encyclopaedic

researches in the prehistory and development of photography. Because

the invention of photography has been told so many times, from so

many different points of view and within so many frameworks, and

because it continues to elicit, in Richard Bolton’s phrase, ‘a contest of

meaning’, it has become in itself a paradigm event and something of a

literary genre. In 1867 the future Pope Leon xiii composed a poem on 31

15 Jack Delano, Illinois Central R.R., 
freight cars in South Water Street 
freight terminal, Chicago, 1943, 
colour transparency.



‘Ars Photographica’, as one of James Joyce’s characters recalls in

Dubliners.37 In the twentieth century, authors such as Adolfo Bioy

Casares and Guy Davenport have tackled the story of the invention and

shown, at least in Davenport’s highly sophisticated, Borgesian account,

how much this story has become a myth of western culture.38 In 1976
the English popular science fiction writer Brian Aldiss incorporated the

invention in his fantasized history of Dalmatia, The Malacia Tapestry. In

a 1989 largely fanciful biography of Niépce by the former actress Odette

Joyeux, the literary invention of photography would come full circle with

the unwarranted claim that the young Niépce’s researches were inspired

by reading the fantasy novel Giphantie.39 More broadly speaking, many

literary speculations on the significance of photography for cultural his-

tory have emphasized, explicitly or otherwise, a contrast between it and

the older, written culture (as in the case of Daniel J. Boorstin’s 1961 jere-

miad on ‘the image’). A few critics, though, citing early hybridizations 

of photography and language in cinema or advertisement, have chosen

instead to highlight the alliance of modern images with writing, the

American poet Vachel Lindsay marvelling in 1916 at a new ‘hieroglyphic’

civilization.40 Incidentally, the photography of writing, especially public,

was an important thread of modernist and later avant-gardes, as well as

a significant documentary practice; since 1970 writing and photography

have been closely allied in various artistic practices, whether narrative,

fictional, or polemical.

In concluding this chapter, however, I would like to remain focused

on the 1939 contest between François Arago and William Henry Fox

Talbot. Both scientists recorded the invention of photography in writing

and in narrative form, as experience and event, and both acknowledged

its links to (various) literary genres, concerns, and tastes. Yet their 

formulations of the invention itself were diametrically opposed, and 

not just because of nationality. The two scientists actually configured 

two photographies, and two relationships of photography to literature.

While Arago’s master narrative would gain influence over much of the

social usage and later historiography of the invention, Talbot’s singular

emphasis on photography as experience, and indeed, as we shall see in

the next chapter, as expression of the self, would ultimately prove the32



more relevant to the artistic development of the medium in the twentieth

century. When the inventor of the calotype chose to illustrate his practice

and his conception of photography in a book, especially, he was antici-

pating an alliance between photography and literature that many would

later regard as natural.

33





If I could do it, I’d do no writing at all here. It would all be photographs.

James Agee, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, 19411

Although photographs have long hung on the walls of museums, many of

photography’s most remarkable achievements and more ordinary produc-

tions were designed for and published in books. Much of the photography

that was produced in the nineteenth century, at least much of the ambi-

tious, large-size photography that is prized today, was created with the

earlier model of prints and large books or albums in mind, and often

intended to serve as illustration, even when exhibition was also envi-

sioned. Carte-de-visite portraits as well as larger views, publicly displayed

in galleries, studios and booksellers’ windows, were collected in albums

that looked like thick books and were kept on bookshelves. Books were

commonly used by portraitists as props, conferring status on their sub-

jects, and derided as such in caricature. Such facts might be considered

symptoms of photography’s original subjection to ‘literature’ or written

culture, and the redefinition of photography as art construed as evidence

of ‘the library’ realigning itself with ‘the museum’.2 However, careful

examination of the history of photography suggests that the photographic

book has been not only one of the medium’s foundational projects but one

of the primary means of its cultural recognition. As Martin Parr and Gerry

Badger have shown in their imposing survey, since 1839 vast numbers of

photographically illustrated books have been produced, and the ‘photo-

book’ – once envisioned solely as a prized incunabulum3 – must be

considered the medium’s premier mode of circulation, combining mass

two

Photography and the Book

35
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(in Reading), c. 1844–7, calotype paper
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distribution and creative expression.4 All the while, a major – yet usually

overlooked – paradox of this history is that the photographic book

remained for the longest time a technological oxymoron. 

I begin this chapter by exploring this paradox, looking at how the

photographic book was both a guiding concept and a technical impossi-

bility and addressing its first major resolution at the hands of Talbot. It

was he who inaugurated, most concretely and brilliantly, photography’s

alliance with the book and thereby the figure of the photographer as

author. I then follow some of the various paths taken by photographic

publishing out of this model, predominantly scientific and archival in the

nineteenth century, later increasingly literary and self-consciously photo-

graphic. My goal here is not an analytical description of the photo-book’s

infinitely varying formats and formulas,5 but rather an outline of a cultural

17 Marcus Root, Unidentified Woman,
Half-length Portrait, Facing Left, Seated
Holding Book, c. 1846–56, sixth-plate
daguerreotype.

18 W.H.F. Talbot, Nicolaas Henneman
Reading, c. 1843, paper positive from 
calotype negative. 
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history that, in my view, has definitively validated Talbot’s inspiration in

The Pencil of Nature in firmly establishing the authorship and authority

of the photographer. 

The Pencil of Nature, published by instalments between 1844 and

1846, was among other things a daring, if imperfect, solution to a 

dilemma that plagued not only Talbot, but before him Nicéphore Niépce

– and that continued to inform much of photography’s technological

development through the nineteenth century and beyond. Both Talbot

and Niépce had explicitly envisioned their inventions as tools for copying

and/or printing. Niépce’s heliography was originally designed for and

applied to the reproduction of lithographs. Talbot’s various processes,

especially the early photogenic drawing, were considered by him methods

of copying, reproducing, printing and publishing, as much as tools for

drawing or making pictures; in the 1840s and ’50s he perfected various

methods of ‘photographic engraving’.6 In itself, his choice of paper as

base, rather than metal, reflected his conviction that photographs

19 Cover of W.H.F. Talbot, The Pencil of
Nature (London, 1844–46).

20  W.H.F. Talbot, ‘Fac Simile of an Old
Printed Page’, plate IX of The Pencil of
Nature; paper positive from calotype 
negative.
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belonged in the twin traditions of print and sketch. In 1839, as we have

seen, he was playing with the (democratic) slogan ‘every man his own

printer and publisher’; this was made visible, in The Pencil of Nature, 

by several plates presented as facsimiles of printed text or picture, or the

photogenic copy of a leaf. 

Yet Talbot’s achievement in this relatively elitist publication7 was

eclipsed by the daguerreotype’s success, which popularized Daguerre’s

taste for the picture as self-contained object and semi-autonomous spec-

tacle. In spite of its name, the daguerreotype was anything but a printing

technique, and it established photography as a technology of imaging,

rather than one of printing. Through the nineteenth century and even

beyond, photography, in its broad social uses, estranged itself from the

twin logics of reproduction and publishing. Despite many inventive

efforts and some breakthroughs, such as carbon printing or the heliotype

and collotype processes, the technological gap that separated photo-

graphs from their printed reproductions endured at least until the advent

of half-tone printing and photogravure in the late nineteenth century.

Until then, the social life of photographs was largely limited either to 

private uses or to luxury editions with tipped-in photographic prints,

while images remained mediated, for the most part, by engraving and

lithography.8 Even after half-tone, for much of the twentieth century, the

photographic quality of photographs was – especially in colour – rarely

matched in print. Thus the functional unity of picture and printed page

that served as one foundation of photography – as envisioned by Talbot

and, to a lesser degree, by Niépce – was only achieved in practice a 

short time before it was displaced as a desirable goal by the advent of 

digital photography and screens as primary carriers of images. 

The Pencil of Nature was, by contrast, the first ‘photographic book’

and as such would become a milestone – despite its limited circulation.

With its large plates, many devoted to picturesque or artistic subjects,

and its format combining image, title, and extended caption, it was 

reminiscent of the sketchbook and the artist’s book. The more established

interpretation of Talbot’s photographic work in The Pencil of Nature has

emphasized its links to the ‘pictorial tradition’ of the medium.9 Indeed

Talbot took pains to emphasize, in the introductory texts, that he 
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regarded his book as ‘the first specimen of the [new] art’ of photography,

an art whose inception he situated in his own failed attempts at sketching

with a camera lucida at Lago di Cuomo in 1835. Many of his iconographic

choices, and some remarks in the captions, point to his desire to emulate

painting – one example is his reference in the caption for Plate vi, ‘The

Open Door’, to the ‘Dutch school of art’ as a justification for the choice of

‘scenes of daily and familiar occurrence’, such as a shadow or a gleam 

of sunshine awakening ‘a train of thoughts and feelings, and picturesque

imaginings’. The name he finally adopted for his perfected paper negative

process, calotype, was based on kalos, meaning ‘beautiful’ as well as ‘good’. 

21 W.H.F. Talbot, ‘The Open Door’, plate VI of
The Pencil of Nature, paper positive from
calotype negative.



As Hubertus von Amelunxen has noted, however, The Pencil of Nature

was also ‘the first meeting of photography and writing’, and not just

because it juxtaposed photographs and texts.10 Much in the book suggests

that it (along with its twenty-four plates) was an experiment in an ‘art’ that

was envisioned not only as a companion to painting or watercolour – nor,

strictly speaking, as a purely visual medium – but also as a broader, rela-

tional creative practice engaging images and words, seeing and reading,

picturing and writing/printing, light (or shadow) and ink. Various clues

point to a utilitarian reading of this association – The Pencil of Nature has

often been described as a catalogue of the future uses of photography –

but there was more to it. Talbot inscribed a copy of the book with the

annotation ‘words of light’, a biblical echo that defined the natural pencil

as a dialogic tool, a bipolar medium in which nature served as a field 

of projection for the self – and therefore allied photography with the

(Romantic) project of literature, more crucially than it placed it under 

the aegis of painting or, for that matter, in the merely functional frame-

work of publishing.11

The aesthetic ambition of the project was declared by its epigraph, 

a quote from Virgil’s Georgics signifying an artist’s aspiration to ‘plough

a new field’. Coupled with Talbot’s name and titles, this reference openly

announced an author’s persona, abundantly echoed by the recurring

first person pronoun in the preliminary texts and the captions, and 

conflicting at least in part with the caveat that ‘the plates of the present

work are impressed by the agency of Light alone, without any aid what-

soever from the artist’s pencil’. Although this author consistently

presented himself as a mere commentator of ‘self-representations’ (as in

his caption to Plate xv, a view of his mansion, Lacock Abbey, said to be

the first building ‘yet known to have drawn its own picture’), many of his

comments – along with the very mechanism of commentary – evinced

the persona of an artist or rather a writer, lending sense (or mystery) to

the plates. The caption to Plate iii, ‘Articles of China’, juxtaposed a 

eulogy of the ease of reproducing photographically the ‘strange and . . .

fantastic forms’ of old teapots with the fictional conjecture, ‘should a

thief afterwards purloin the treasures’, that the ‘mute testimony of the

picture’ might be ‘produced against him in court’.  The famous Plate40



viii, ‘A Scene in a Library’, is of course the classic representation of 

photography’s alliance with literature – and not just because, like 

several other Talbot photographs, it depicts books on shelves. The 

image is a brilliant exercise in the interplay of light and shadow as the

constituent language of photography; a flat, frontal and tabular compo-

sition reminiscent of a book page, it suggests an analogy between the

individualization of the various books standing against a shadowy back-

ground and the reading of their titles, gleaming against dark labels on

the embossed bindings. Moreover, as in Plate iii, the caption adjoins to

the image a fictional ‘experiment or speculation’ – this time, however,

apparently wholly unrelated – proposing to transform an ‘apartment’

into a giant camera obscura and, allowing only the ‘invisible rays’ to 

pass into it, to have a (photographic) camera record the ‘portrait’ and

‘actions’ of persons placed in the dark room and invisible to one 

another. The photographic author concludes: 

Alas! That this speculation is somewhat too refined to be introduced

with effect into a modern novel or romance; for what a dénouement 41

22 W.H.F. Talbot, ‘Lacock Abbey in Wiltshire’,
plate XV of The Pencil of Nature; paper
positive from calotype negative.



we should have, if we could suppose the secrets of the darkened

chamber to be revealed by the testimony of the imprinted paper.

As in Plate iii, this speculation can be read as a prophecy of photo-

surveillance; but it is written as fiction, with explicit reference to the code

of the (detective) novel, and the juxtaposition of the image of books 

on shelves with the textual appeal to ‘the testimony of the imprinted 

[photographic] paper’ creates a reflexive reading, a ‘self-representation’ 

of photography as an art of the book, a highly self-conscious practice of

writing and reading. 

In Plate x, ‘The Haystack’, justly celebrated as one of Talbot’s most

spectacular successes, the caption foregrounds the ‘Photographic art’ as

one enabling ‘us to introduce into our pictures a multitude of minute

details . . . which no artist would take the trouble to copy faithfully’. 

Such ‘minutiae’, Talbot insists, will ‘sometimes be found to give an air of 

variety beyond expectation to the scene represented’. Photography, then,

implements the improbable marriage of absolute identity and unpre-

dictable variety, a form of representation ‘beyond expectation’ that42

23 W.H.F. Talbot, ‘A Scene in a Library’,
plate VIII of The Pencil of Nature; paper
positive from calotype negative.



resonates deeply with the modern (and postmodern) imagination.12 The

same passion for charting the unexpected inspires the caption to Plate

xiii, ‘Queen’s College, Oxford, Entrance Gateway’, where critics have

rightly noted the first formulation of what Walter Benjamin later called

the ‘optical unconscious’: 

It frequently happens, moreover – and this is one of the charms of

photography – that the operator himself discovers on examination, 43

24 W.H.F. Talbot, ‘The Haystack’, plate X of
The Pencil of Nature; paper positive from
calotype negative.



perhaps long afterwards, that he has depicted many things he had 

no notion of at the time. Sometimes inscriptions and dates are found

upon the buildings, or printed placards most irrelevant, are discov-

ered upon their walls: sometimes a distant dial-plate is seen, and

upon it – unconsciously recorded – the hour of the day at which the

view was taken.

This ‘unconscious recording’, which decisively distinguished photography

from painting, also signalled it as an exercise of self-discovery that strongly

allied it with reading and more generally literature as the cultivation of

the self.

Although a few of the plates in The Pencil of Nature reverted to scien-

tific imagery and others inscribed an explicitly artistic heritage, the book

as a whole can hardly be read either as a work of science or art in any 

traditional sense. Instead it deploys itself as a self-representation of 

photography, its applications and possibilities, and its inventor’s voice –

thereby associating the allegedly neutral ‘pencil of nature’ with the singu-

lar vantage point of a photographic author and aligning the ‘art’ of

photography with a rhetorical if not a literary project. Considering the

extraordinary expressiveness that Talbot thus associated with the photo-

graphic book, it is striking that in the following decades – and even into

the twentieth century – this epochal book was rarely imitated, and did not

function as a model, except formally. Talbot’s second ‘photographic book’,

Sun Prints of Scotland (1845), though based on the works of Sir Walter

Scott, was a specialized application of the broad programme outlined in

The Pencil of Nature. More object-bound, thematic, more ‘picturesque’, and

less reflexive, it prefigured Talbot’s and his Reading Establishment’s later

productions, which were more narrowly documentary (though his

brochure of 1846, The Talbotype Applied to Hieroglyphics, reflected again

photography’s deep-seated connection to writing). Thus Sun Prints of

Scotland inaugurated the dominant model of the nineteenth-century

photo-book, which was usually geared at illustration and collection, rather

than conceptual exploration of photography. As Nancy Armstrong and

others have shown, photographically illustrated books most often arose,

in the nineteenth century, from scientific or documentary projects. Most44
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of the hundreds of photographic books, albums, and portfolios published

in the second half of the nineteenth century followed the technical formula

established by The Pencil of Nature. That is, they combined printed text

with tipped-in photographic prints in productions usually costly, luxuri-

ous, and limited; this was for the purposes of thematic illustration or

encyclopaedic collection, however, and did not emulate The Pencil of

Nature’s reflexive insights into photography and photographer. 

This vogue for the photographic book was, in fact, only a facet of a

broader expansion of printed visual culture, fostered by the publishing

industry’s growth and the increasing demand of scientists for illus -

tration, which yielded thousands of volumes illustrated with lithographs,

chromolithographs, or wood and steel engravings, based or not on 

photographs. From the 1850s onwards photography and photographic

illustration became standard accessories in an increasing number of

investigations in anatomy, physiology, psychiatry, anthropology, or crim-

inology; series of photographs commissioned specifically were published

in scientific treatises, such as Charles Darwin’s The Expression of Emotions

in Man and Animals (1872), which included seven pages of photographic

portraits of ‘emotions’ reproduced in heliotype, ‘much superior for my

purpose’, stated Darwin, ‘to any drawing, however carefully executed’.13

Here the documentary function and the serial nature of the material –

rather than any ‘literary’ goal – justified the book format and the 

inclusion of large numbers of plates in a book. Thus the main avenues of

photographic book publishing in the nineteenth century were scientific,

especially anthropological, geographical, or antiquarian, and (more so

after 1870) promotional or commercial; they were not artistic, literary, 

or ‘photographic’ in the reflexive sense so skilfully displayed by the The

Pencil of Nature.

This is not to say that among these early photographic books there

were no attempts at style or expressions of authorship. Some of the 

earliest and most memorable photographic enterprises of the nineteenth

century, especially in the field of travel and exploration, were the work 

of amateurs (and some professionals) working, if not independently, at

least away from formal academic or governmental contexts. During the

first decade of the daguerreotype and the calotype era, pioneering 



photographic ventures were carried out by literati and independent 

travellers working within the tradition of the sketchbook. Among early

publications with illustrations based on daguerreotypes one may quote

Noël Lerebours’s Excursions daguerriennes (1842), John L. Stephens’s and

Frederick Catherwood’s Incidents of Travel in Yucatan (1843), or Henry

Mayhew’s London Labour and the London Poor (1850). As is well known,

the calotype’s ‘golden age’ – the 1850s – was marked in France by a boom

of photographic projects and publications, usually albums, many of

which were produced by Louis-Désiré Blanquart-Evrard’s printing estab-

lishment (1851–5).14 In 1852 the writer and critic Maxime du Camp

published a photographic album with 125 views, Egypte, Nubie et Palestine, 47
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issued by instalments like The Pencil of Nature. It was one of the very

first such books on the Middle East, recounting his travels there in 1849
in the company of Gustave Flaubert. Significantly, Du Camp did not

make use of, or reference to, Flaubert’s literary skills, and reserved his

own fictionalizing narrative for a later volume.15 This was nonetheless a 

precedent to a host of Oriental travel albums, including Francis Frith’s

widely acclaimed album Egypt and Palestine (1857), which inaugurated

commercial exploitation of Oriental photography.16

Frith, one of the first to adopt the collodion process, was also more

explicit than many in defending photography as an art of its own, and

spelling out his ambitions. Arguably it was with him that the photo-

book or photo-album, sometimes embellished by literary adjunctions,

became a conscious medium for exposing and promoting photographic

achievements. Examples of professional photographers who boosted

their own careers in this fashion include Francis Bedford (who contrib -

uted several photographs to The Sunbeam, a photo-literary album

juxtaposing prints with pages of poetry or prose edited by Philip H.

Delamotte and published in book format in 1859); Désiré Charnay (Cités

et ruines américaines, 1862); the Corfian Felice Beato with his volumes of
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views and ‘native types’ of Japan (1868); or the Scots-American

Alexander Gardner, who, after breaking away from Mathew Brady,

made a conspicuous statement of photographic authorship in his

Gardner’s Photographic Sketchbook of the War (1865). Closely related to

these voyagers to exotic lands were early explorers of city life – some

commissioned and some not, but generally publishing their work in 

the form of books or albums – such as Charles Marville (in his series

known as ‘Album du vieux-Paris’), Thomas Annan (The Old Closes 

and Streets of Glasgow, originally published as a photographic album in

1872) or John Thomson (Street Life in London, 1878, also published 

in instalments). 

It would be an oversimplification to contrast the nineteenth century’s

passion for collecting, classifying and cataloguing with a later phase 

supposedly privileged with the liberation of subjective photographic

energies and expressions. There were significant works by self-conscious

author-photographers in the nineteenth century, and conversely the 

culture of archiving did not vanish in the twentieth, as shown by the us
Farm Security Administration’s immense photographic coverage of the

Depression. Still, the Victorian craze for photographic surveys resulted 

in associating the The Pencil of Nature’s format with utilitarian concerns

rather than aesthetic ones. In the nineteenth century, the dominant func-

tion of photographic publishing was documentation, whether scientific,

historical, or commercial; its main operative mode was the survey or the

archive; and its main product was the book or album, often large and

expensive. For the same reasons, these photographic books were more

often than not the result of collaborations – or mere contracts – involving

hired professional photographers who, serving illustrative goals, were

generally not in a position to express authorial concerns. Thus the survey

of French historical monuments known as the Mission Héliographique,

though it launched the careers of Gustave Le Gray and other giants of the

‘French calotype’ era and set a model for later surveys of various kinds,

subordinated the photographers’ activity to an archival logic.17 A decade

or so later, and partly in reference to this model, a flourishing of ‘land-

scape’ and ‘Indian’ photography took place in the American West, largely

connected to a surveying boom sponsored, for economic and political 49



reasons, by Federal, state, or corporate entities and directed by scientists

or military personnel. The many photographic books and albums 

produced in this context, though they usually credited the photog -

raphers, aimed at drawing attention to their scientific or military

sponsors, who distributed them with a view to prestige.18 Around 1870,

in an era of ‘boosterism’, photo-books of the American West became a

favourite genre among explorers, railroad magnates, mining or logging

concerns, and western politicians. These fancy productions, though they

incorporated a vague discourse of photographic authenticity (opposed to

the falsity of ‘tall tales’), more often than not enlisted their photographs

in the service of legend, as Martha Sandweiss has shown.19 In some of the

more demanding ones, much rhetorical energy was spent in describing

the pictures, their eloquence or their ‘effect’.20 As a rule, however, such

publications showed little care for issues of authorship or style (often

images were bought and sold, pirated, or republished under different

names). If they registered what would qualify today as photographic 

concerns, these were subtly embedded in the images themselves, rather

than voiced out loud. 

To take one example that has become classic, the survey photography

of the Irish American Timothy H. O’Sullivan – which was published in

several albums for two western surveys, and also served as the basis 

for many of the lithographs contained in their reports – unquestionably

incorporated reflexive aspects, even authorial hints. O’Sullivan never put

these in words, however, and it was instead his employer, the high-profile

geologist Clarence King, who came closest to expressing the aesthetic –

indeed the literary – appeal of O’Sullivan’s ‘views’.21 Meanwhile,

O’Sullivan’s taste for flat, planar compositions, sometimes described as 

a pre-modernist feature, is more convincingly interpreted as obeying the

format of the book, the map, or what Robin Kelsey has termed an ‘archive

style’.22 Even when photographers were employed by artists, the survey

structure tended to preclude the verbal expression of a photographic 

discourse. In what is perhaps the most formidable example of such 

collaborations, William Bradford’s The Arctic Regions (1873), a colossal

folio volume illustrated with some 140 albumen prints from negatives by

John L. Dunmore and George Critcherson, Bradford’s highly sophisti cated50



layout went very far – farther than most photo-books – in forging a

dynamic relationship between text and pictures; but it did not offer much

of a reflection on photography. Even silent, however, such collaborations

were desirable for ambitious professional photographers, because they

represented a unique chance not only to do landscape or outdoors work

away from the more mundane demands of the market, but also to see 

it published in a prestigious fashion, thus adding a ‘literary’ label to a

commercial career. 51
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opposite: 29 Timothy H. O’Sullivan,
Ancient Ruins in the Cañon de Chelle, 
N.M. In a Niche 50 feet Above Present
Cañon Bed, 1873; albumen print.

30 Detail showing plates 33 and 34 from
William Bradford, The Arctic Regions . . .
(London, 1873); pasted albumen prints
from negatives by John L. Dunmore and
George P. Critcherson.



Although it would seem that this type of ambitious collaborative

effort between photographers and scientists declined after 1900, things

are not so clear-cut. First of all, the complex technological mutation

sometimes called the ‘graphic revolution’ transformed, between 1880
and 1920, the whole economy of photography and illustrated publishing.

With the advent of cheap and easy amateur equipment, scientific and

archival projects increasingly relied on their own resources – or on ‘house

photographers’ – for taking pictures (and movies), as, for instance, in

anthropology. Travel narratives illustrated and published by tourists

became banal, as well as trade albums, calendars, pamphlets of all kinds;

also numerous in this period were historical and art-historical surveys

illustrated with photographically-based reproductions. Indeed this shift

was seconded by the rise of reliable photomechanical processes, whether

cheap and popular (half tone) or expensive and elite-bound (photo -

gravure), which progressively eliminated the traditional ‘photographic

book’ and made photographically illustrated publishing more accessible.

Perhaps most importantly, technological change was paralleled by a

social transformation that, in the industrialized world at least, made 

photographs – and pictures more generally – at the same time more ubiq-

uitous, more culturally significant and more semantically autonomous.

As we shall see in the following chapters, writers from Marcel Proust to

James Joyce recorded this new phase in the expansion of ‘visuality’, while

some of them acknowledged photography’s new artistic and cultural

powers by incorporating photographic illustrations in their work; this

was also the period when photographers started to write more freely

about their art and its transformation into a full-fledged medium. 

American photography of the 1900–1920 period gives us three

important examples of this transformation, which saw individual 

photographers take at least partial responsibility for big projects,

whether ‘documentary’ or ‘artistic’, that resulted in large-scale publica-

tions. These were Alfred Stieglitz’s direction of the magazine Camera

Work (1903–17), which published artwork as well as literature and 

criticism and was intended as an observatory of modern art; Lewis Hine’s

work for the National Child Labor Committee and the Pittsburgh Survey,

which, inspired by the earlier example of Jacob Riis, explicitly enlisted54



photography and sociology in the services of ‘social uplift’;23 and Edward

S. Curtis’s monumental survey of Native American cultures (published

between 1907 and 1930 as The North American Indian), which merged 

the commercial photographer’s viewpoint with anthropological and

memorializing concerns, as well as a strong sense of aesthetics.24 It would

not be long before the identification of potential archival projects would

become the acknowledged prerogative of photographers themselves,

within or outside of organizational frameworks. Such projects have been

undertaken throughout the twentieth century, among them August

Sander’s ‘People of the 20th century’, of which he was able to publish

only a selection (in Antlitz der Zeit, 1929); Walker Evans’s American

Photographs (1938); W. Eugene Smith’s Pittsburgh project (1950s); Berndt

and Hilla Becher’s survey of industrial architecture (1960s); and the 55
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French government’s ‘Mission photographique de la d.a.t.a.r.’, a 

postmodern resuscitation of the survey model, which was led by 

photographer François Hers in the 1980s and eventually published in

1991 in an oversized and expensive book. 

In the interwar period, the so-called ‘documentary’ genre (probably

better understood as a ‘style’, following Walker Evans’s phrase)25 largely

identified itself with the emergence of the ‘photo-essay’. This was a new

publishing form as well as a new discursive space for photography, the

origins of which historians locate in the late Weimar Republic (with

August Sander, but also Albert Renger-Patzsch and Franz Roh).26 After

Weimar, and before New York, Paris was, in the 1930s, a major subject

and publishing centre for this trend, though in a more apolitical vein.

Examples of key texts of the period include Atget photographe de Paris

(1930), Brassaï’s Paris de nuit (1933) and Paris vu par Kertesz (1934). The

photo-essay could be seen, on one level, as adapting the earlier pattern 

of the survey to the emerging taste for photography of the literary and 

cultural avant-gardes after World War i, as in László Moholy-Nagy’s 

‘new vision’. In the Soviet Union, the photographer Alexander

Rodchenko collaborated simultaneously on an illustrated edition of

Vladimir Mayakovsky’s poetry and on various publishing projects,

including the radical magazine ussr in Construction. It is tempting to 

suppose that ‘serious’ or ‘creative’ photographers (who in the nineteenth

century would most likely find publishing outlets in scientific or archival
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ventures) became all the more prone, in the twentieth, to associate 

themselves with writers, since the latter were often drawn to incorporate

photographs in their published work. In chapter Five we will discuss

some examples of photo-literary projects in this period, from Henry

James’s collaboration with Alvin Langdon Coburn to André Breton’s 

illustrated novel Nadja. 

The rise of the photo-essay, on the other hand, was largely conditioned

by that of the mass picture magazines, which in some cases pre-published

photographic projects, but also by avant-garde illustrated magazines

and collections, as was the case in the Soviet Union and later with the

Paris School. The significance of graphic design and layout, set forth by 57
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the Bauhaus and relayed in the usa especially by Alexey Brodovitch,

was henceforth a basic premise of photo-publishing. Most importantly,

photo-essays, as they developed around 1930, often deviated from the

earlier archival, positivist model (along with the traditional subjection 

of image to text) and tended instead to read as ‘polemically constructed

photographic arguments’,27 often framed by photographers themselves

from a militant point of view. Their rise owed much to the Great Depression

and its heightened political mood, especially in Germany, the Soviet Union,

France, and the us, although in the latter country the Farm Security

Administration’s large-scale documentation and propaganda effort pro-

duced mostly milder and more seemingly ‘neutral’ works. Between 1933
and 1945, approximately fifteen to twenty such photo-essays were pub-

lished in the us, unquestionably climaxing with the monumental Let Us

Now Praise Famous Men (1941), co-authored by Walker Evans and James

Agee (but overlooked until the 1960s, while Many Are Called, Evans’s

reportage on New York subway passengers prefaced by Agee, would only

appear in 1966).28

According to Agee’s highly paradoxical dialectics, the text and 

pictures of Let Us Now Praise Famous Men were meant to be ‘mutually

independent’; and the reader could find no ready connections between

Agee’s winding prose and Evans’s stark images in the portfolio section.

The placement of the photographs, uncaptioned and unnumbered at the

front of the book, their silent sequence constituting in fact a separate

‘Book One’, was a formal ‘anomaly’ that pointed to a ‘mediamachia’, in

Peter Cosgrove’s terms – a battle between picture and text.29 This even as

Agee, in superlative modernist style, multiplied his expressions of the

writer’s aspirations to stylelessness, disembodiment and deference to the

camera’s absolute, mechanical realism. Stating, ‘If I could do it, I’d do no

writing at all here. It would all be photographs’, the writer was suggesting

that the emergence of a language of photographic images – moving 

pictures included – was destined to bring about the demise of traditional

literature (or writing). Let Us Now Praise Famous Men contained approxi-

mately 400 pages of text by Agee, but the photographer’s pictures and

Agee’s description of them tended to make Evans the fundamental author

– merging authorship and authority. According to Agee it was the images58
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that were the true source and expression of the ‘anti-authoritarian 

consciousness’ he sought to reveal; his role was reduced to that of a 

commentator. In this sense, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men came perhaps

closest to echoing the distant model of Talbot’s The Pencil of Nature, and

established – or would establish in retrospect, after being rediscovered in

the 1960s – the new conceptual eminence of the photographer as both

anti-writer and super-author. 

Walker Evans’s resolute posture of silence – not only in Let Us Now

Praise Famous Men but in most of his publications – contrasted vividly

with the narrative and rhetorical modes that characterized other stages of

photography’s emancipation, which I will discuss in chapter Four. Along

with the more strictly reportorial mode associated with Magnum photog-

raphers, it consolidated a ‘documentary style’ that in the following

decades would become identified with the format of the sober, wordless,

layout-dense photo-book. Prime examples of this format would be, in the

1950s, William Klein’s book on New York (1955) and Robert Frank’s The

Americans (1958), both initially published in France.30 Jack Kerouac’s

short preface to Frank’s book decisively sanctioned the newly subservient

role of writers in an emerging auteur model of photography. Before 

closing this chapter, however, I must stress that in tracing the history of

the photo-book from the point of view of photographic authorship I have 

evidently left out not only more strictly literary uses of photography (to

be discussed in chapter Five) but other avenues besides those espoused

by a fairly academic lineage of ‘serious’ or ‘creative’ photographers. 

Commercial photographic publications (not to mention photographic

mail-order catalogues, directories, yearbooks, etc., were legion in the twen-

tieth century, some contracted to renowned photographic artists (especially

in fashion and advertising), and some, particularly after 1960, following

and capitalizing on the increasingly highbrow model of the photographic

auteur and the documentary photo-book. Parallel to the rise of this model

was the emergence of popular forms of photo-fiction, such as roman-photo

(perhaps better known in Latin countries), a variant, often sentimental, of

the comic strip with photographs in lieu of drawings. This popular genre

significantly perpetuated a transitive, referential, narrative, and above all

un-authored form of photography coupled with the heritage of pulp fiction60



– even as authors’ photo-books were becoming acceptable coffee-table dis-

plays. Aestheticization would eventually affect these popular genres as well

– from roman-photo to mail-order catalogue – as part of a broader reclaim-

ing of popular culture by avant-gardes, the art market and the academy.

But these later developments subsumed another epistemic shift which after

briefly touching upon I must now address more squarely – the discovery of

photography by writers of literature, which as we will see is not an isolated

moment but an ongoing process, the accumulated result of which has been

tremendously influential in the legitimization of photography. 61
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‘[Think of] the fact of the very shadow of the person lying there fixed for

ever! It is the very sanctification of portraits I think and it is not at all

monstrous in me to say what my brothers cry out against so vehemently

. . . that I would rather have such a memorial of one I dearly loved, than

the noblest Artist’s work ever produced.’

Elizabeth Barrett Browning to Mary Russell Mitford, 1843.1

In 1980, as several anthologies of essays on photography were published

in an effort to remedy what Alan Trachtenberg called the lack of a ‘critical

tradition’,2 the appearance of Roland Barthes’s Camera Lucida (La Chambre

Claire) almost single-handedly created such a tradition.3 Setting out to

discover ‘the essence of photography’, the French critic claimed to find it

in the inescapable connection of the photograph to reality – or past reality:

‘that has been’ was for Barthes the photograph’s conceptual name. For

Barthes, this (chemical) connection radically distinguished the photo-

graph and its ‘certifying’ power from other kinds of images. Along with

the distinction between stadium (the studious response to a picture’s

declared subject) and punctum (‘pricking’ caused by the confounding

hyperrealism of a marginal, unintentional detail), this description of 

photography’s superior ‘referential’ power was phrased as a statement 

of love for photography – and against painting, literature, cinema, artful

representation in general. Eager to uphold the primitive amazement of

looking at an ‘emanation’ of reality against increasing sophistication 

of the medium and scepticism about its ‘natural’ status, Barthes offered

sensational discoveries: ‘he is dead and he is going to die.’4

three

Literary Discoveries of
Photography
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Coming from France’s foremost literary critic and promoter of 

‘literariness’ (who had early on demonstrated an interest in images) and

followed as it was by its author’s untimely death, Camera Lucida came to

be regarded as a paradox, a critic’s testament, and a work of mourning.

Indeed, in the book the essayist’s discourse was deeply anchored in the

subjective point of view of the Spectator (affecting indifference to the

Operator) and constantly underwritten by an autobiographical, emotional,

nostalgic voice. One of the recurring motifs of Barthes’s exploration was

his own image, an alien or alienating image, demonstrating ‘the advent 

of myself as other’. In the second part, the insistent argument on photog-

raphy’s links to the past, death, and memory was grounded in the

melancholy narrative of Barthes’s search for a satisfactory photograph 

of his recently deceased mother. Though the book was illustrated with 

a number of (well-known) images, this private picture, which Barthes

claimed to have eventually found, was not inserted; its looming absence

conferred to Camera Lucida an elegiac and vaguely mysterious mood.

Thus Camera Lucida could be read – especially in the wake of Roland

Barthes par Roland Barthes – as an essay on photography, a photo-essay, 

a personal album, and an autobiographical roman-photo.5

38  Roland Barthes, a spread from Roland
Barthes par Roland Barthes (Paris, 1975).
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Bypassing the tired debate on photography’s place between ‘science’

and ‘art’, the book established its deeper ambivalence between reality and

fiction, objective and subjective, public and private, thereby echoing con-

temporary creative trends which I will turn to in chapters Four and Five.

In this chapter, however, I choose to read Barthes’s essay as a recapitula-

tion of a century and a half ’s history of literary discoveries of photography.

Taken as a piece of ‘serious writing’, Camera Lucida did not, in fact, have

much to say about the ‘essence’ of photography that had not appeared

many times before in what Trachtenberg called the ‘record of thinking

about the medium’. This is a rather considerable record, where literary

commentaries come foremost – from Edgar Allan Poe to Paul Valéry,

Charles Baudelaire to Walter Benjamin, Lady Eastlake to Susan Sontag,

and Jean-Paul Sartre to the early articles by Barthes himself on the visual.6

In particular, Barthes’s insistence on the photograph’s ‘intractable reality’

(the last words of the book), his half-enthusiastic half-trembling immer-

sion in the image, mark not so much a new beginning as the literary

climax of a ‘naive’ or native experience of photographs. I shall thus examine

how so many writers, at different times, echoed similar experiences of

bewilderment over photography’s uncanny realism without, for the

most part, communicating it to the world at large, the photographic com -

munity in particular, or even one another. Concentrating as I do here on a

history of ideas, I leave aside, for the most part, the different and larger

issue of literary forms and practices. Yet because literary discoveries of

photography since 1839 have tended to be remarkably repetitive, especially

in rehearsing the foreignness of photography, I will be particularly concerned

with their modes of formulation – public or private, discursive or fictional. 

Commentators on these literary accounts of photography have usually

emphasized their content, i.e. sympathy or – more frequently – antipathy

for the natural (or mechanical) image, its magic (or illusion), its democra-

tizing effect on art and visual culture (or its vulgarity and commercialism)

and its historical significance as revolution, progress, or new and nefarious

religion. Disparaging statements by such figures as Ruskin, Baudelaire,

Kierkegaard or Henry James figure prominently in the average anthology of

literary quotes on photography – as in the appendix to Susan Sontag’s On

Photography (1977). Collections of such remarks are misleading, however.
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Firstly they obscure the silence or near silence of many writers on photog-

raphy (Balzac, Dickens, Tolstoy, to name just a few masters of Realist

fiction).7 Secondly the factual or ideological content of the statements

themselves is often weak, banal or at any rate less historically interesting

than the literary discourse of discovery in itself, and its recurring concern

with photography’s novelty, place in history, or otherness. Thus, more

important to me than the contents of such discourse are its modes of 

enunciation and circulation. Many texts now routinely anthologized were

considered private, minor, or marginal by their authors, and some of them

were only published posthumously. Acknowledging this fact allows one to

better understand the history of ideas about photography, its fragmentary

and repetitive character, as well as many oft cited cases of ‘ambivalence’.

In an unsigned magazine article of 1840, Edgar Allan Poe exclaimed

that the daguerreotype ‘must undoubtedly be regarded as the most
39 William Pratt, Edgar Allan Poe,
September 1849; daguerreotype.
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important, and perhaps the most extraordinary triumph of modern

science’. For Poe, the daguerreotype was capable of ‘the most miraculous

beauty’, and ‘infinitely more accurate in its representation than any pain-

ting by human hands’. Such an accumulation of superlatives was banal in

early accounts. What was not banal was that a writer of some prominence

was here unreservedly endorsing an invention that fellow writers regarded

with suspicion – even in the us, considered by historians to have been the

most photophile territory. Even more surprising is that Poe later authored

two other, shorter and clearly technical pieces on improvements on the

daguerréotype8 – as he insisted on spelling the word against American

usage. All three of these notices were unsigned, however, and no one

thought to attribute them to Poe until the mid-twentieth century. Moreover,

considering Poe’s personal, journalistic and editorial interest in the

daguerreotype,9 it is noteworthy that he almost never made an explicit

reference to things photographic in his literary produc-

tion – especially his fiction, where mention of the

daguerreotype is reduced to one footnote to ‘The

Thousand-and-Second Tale of Scheherazade’ (1845).

This avoidance is striking when one reflects that much

of Poe’s later fiction is concerned with the issues of

authority and (self-) certification, and with narrative

procedures mimicking the self-production of tales,

signs, voices, or vestiges. His first article touched upon

this concern when it imputed the daguerreotype’s

‘infinite’ superiority of representation to the fact that

‘the source of vision has been, in this case, the design-

er’. American popular fiction of the 1840s and 1850s –

the kind of fiction that Poe sought to emulate and sati-

rize at the same time – was quick to resort to tricks of

photographic revelation. Yet the author of ‘A Message

in a Bottle’ shrank from the subject.10

No less instructive is the behaviour of Poe’s contem-

porary and literary enemy, Ralph Waldo Emerson, who

manifested a similar ambivalence – or, more precisely, a

marked reluctance to publish openly his private thoughts

40 Unidentified artist, Ralph W. Emerson,
c. 1884, mezzotint from photograph. 



on the discovery. Starting in the fall of 1841, Emerson’s journals testify

to his mounting interest in the daguerreo type, predictable from his earlier

essays.11 In the journals, a number of entries record Emerson’s discovery of

the daguerreotype and his eloquent enunciation of the new image’s foreign-

ness – in relation to art – and proximity to democratic culture: 

The daguerrotype is the true Republican style of painting. The artist

stands aside and lets you paint yourself. If you make an ill head, not

he but yourself are responsible . . . A Daguerreotype Institute is worth

a National Fast.

At exactly the same time, the sage’s experience as a sitter is described

as disappointing if not devastating:

Were you ever daguerreotyped . . . And did you look with all vigor at

the lens of the camera . . . [to find that] unhappily the total expression

had escaped from the face and you held the portrait of a mask

instead of a man.12

Emerson, like other writers, oscillated between private frustration  –

even disgust – with his own image and elation at the image of others

(especially of his friend and mentor Thomas Carlyle), and more generally

at the social effects of the invention; his wonder at the transfiguring

power of the portrait (by which familiar appearances were pleasantly

‘unrealized’) turned to fright when facing an image of himself that

seemed not only degrading but alienating and downright deadly. 

Conversely, and singularly, Nathaniel Hawthorne, privately enthusias-

tic about the daguerreotype, chose to develop a rather satirical view of

photography’s supposed powers of revelation in a romance (The House of

the Seven Gables, 1851) whose protagonist, a daguerreotypist, unmasked –

with the avowed help of his plates – the injustice of a local potentate only

to establish himself, after the latter’s mysterious death, in a similar posi-

tion of power in the end.13 Unlike his friend Hawthorne, Emerson did not

care to publish his thoughts, especially his reservations, on the new image.

Save for one or two brief allusions to Daguerre and the daguerreotype in68



his lectures and essays, he never incorporated these thoughts into his 

public writing; once when he did, in a passage of the essay on ‘Beauty’, he

rephrased the language of his journal so as to eliminate the reference to

the daguerreotype.14 Photography was an important stimulus for thought

– a kind of criterion – and even a powerful analogy for the process of 

writing, as suggested by both Emerson’s and Thoreau’s journals; some-

how, however, it could not be brought into public discourse or writing. For

both reasons it functioned, for Emerson as for other writers, as a limit.15

Many examples of guarded behaviour – of writers keeping their 

photographic enthusiasms, or phobias, to the realm of the private or the

anonymous (diaries, notebooks, letters, minor or unsigned pieces) – could

be brought up in the nineteenth century. Elizabeth Barrett Browning –

otherwise very suspicious, like the rest of her circle, of the mechanical and

commercial fashions of her times – wrote in a (now famous) letter of 1843
of her wonder at ‘the fact of the very shadow of the person lying there

fixed for ever!’ Yet the poet did not vent the enthusiasm her brothers

deemed ‘monstrous’. Even more striking, on account of the critical echo it

has received, is the story of John Ruskin’s ‘ambivalence’ towards photog -

raphy.16 Not enough attention has been given to the fact that Ruskin’s

early and enthusiastic observations on the daguerreotype – ‘the most 

marvellous invention of the century’, he wrote in 1846 –  are culled from

either letters or late reminiscences of his youth, whereas his later, famous

pronouncements against landscape photographs as ‘merely spoiled nature’,

worth ‘a great deal less than zero’ for ‘art purposes’, were expressed in his

more mature books or in the course of his highly publicized lectures at

Oxford. The older critic, to be sure, had grown disillusioned with a tech-

nology that had belied its promise of rejuvenation and become an

auxiliary of modern vulgarity. Still, hardly one positive remark by Ruskin

on photography – save for his oft-repeated statement of photography’s

usefulness as an aid to drawing – was published during his lifetime. 

As shown by these examples, the recurring relegation of photog -

raphy into the private realm had to do not only with literary decorum 

but also with literary narcissism and, above all, literary ethos. That is, 

the fear of meddling publicly with a ‘low’ topic was compounded by the 

discovery of one’s own photographic image and the threat that such an 69



image might ‘make an ill head’; and it also echoed the critique of alien-

ation by the machine and the market. Like the general public, many

nineteenth-century writers were dissatisfied with their own photographic

image and frequently regarded it as a small death; for them this disturb-

ing experience was all the more momentous that, as we shall see in

chapter Five, literature and the persona of the writer were becoming, in

the same period, conspicuous social institutions and commodity values.

Other notable examples show that a successful experience with por -

traiture did not necessarily warrant a positive judgment on the medium. 

One case in point is Charles Baudelaire, whose complex relationship

to photography, though often contrasted to Poe’s, manifests a similar 

discrepancy between private uses and reflections on the one hand and

public discourse on the other. Baudelaire’s opinion on the subject is 

generally sought in his oft-quoted 1859 diatribe against ‘the modern 

public and photography’, a section of his long review of that year’s

Salon.17 Described as a ‘new industry’ threatening to ‘ruin whatever

divine remained of the French spirit’ and the cult of an ‘abject society’

obsessed with ‘its trivial image’, photography is indicted as the absolute

antagonist of poetry and the imagination, and its beneficial role strictly

limited to the menial (and feminine) status of ‘maid of the sciences and

arts’. This sally needs to be properly contextualized. First, it was moti -

vated by the inclusion for the first time – in a separate but ample section

– of photography in the Salon, and Baudelaire’s governing argument in

his review is an all-out attack on naturalism or the popular ideal of 

‘exactitude’ in modern art – not just in photography. Since 1850 the

daguerreotype and photography had been associated by conservative

critics with the rise of the new literary school alternatively called ‘realism’

or ‘naturalism’. Writers of this obedience – such as Flaubert and especially

Théophile Gautier – were called ‘photographic’, with a distinct nuance of

abuse, by self-styled defenders of the ‘ideal’.18 In this sense Baudelaire

was merely epitomizing a debate that gained more acuity in 1857 with 

the critic Champfleury’s manifesto on Realism, which included a parable 

pitting ten daguerreotypists and ten painters in an open field to conclude

that the ten mechanical images turned out identical, whereas among the

ten paintings ‘not one was like another’.1970



Unlike Champfleury, Baudelaire encompassed photography in a

general critique of vulgarity and modern taste – fed by the hatred of

bourgeois portraiture – which would extend, in his last years, to the

manifold manifestations of ‘industry’, ‘commerce’, and ‘Americanization’.

At the same time, it must be stressed that Baudelaire befriended, among 71
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the Paris bohême, several of the period’s great photographers, two of

whom – Nadar and Etienne Carjat – produced, with the active collabora-

tion of the poet, the spectacular portraits of him that have since then

attained iconic status. Baudelaire’s interest in photographic matters is

also attested by his efforts to procure the best possible portraits of his

ageing mother (for which purpose he had her travel to Paris). Finally, as

has been shown recently, the poet chose to code his fear of photography

as an auxiliary of modern vulgarity and an omen of death in a highly

cryptic sonnet, ‘Le Rêve d’un Curieux’ (‘A Curious Man’s Dream’, 

included in Les Fleurs du Mal in 1860). Dedicated to ‘F. N.’ (Félix Nadar),

the poem compared the feelings of a sitter in front of a camera to the

anticipation and then the disappointing experience of death.20 Here the

photographer served, for his close friend, both as a figure of the enemy

in the war between poetry and photography and as a consoling witness,

a privileged intercessor in a conflict between the estranged Romantic

poet and a threatening crowd.

Meanwhile, from a more historical standpoint, what ‘The modern

public and photography’ registered was the popularization of photogra-

phy, in the late 1850s, through the collodion process, the carte-de-visite

format, and the stereograph. In one passage of his essay, Baudelaire

linked the taste for allegorical compositions à la Oscar Rejlander and the

‘avidity’ of ‘thousands of eyes’ peeping into ‘the holes of the stereoscope’,

citing them as two examples of a ‘love of obscenity’ which he half-serious-

ly attributed to the influence of ‘some democratic writer’. Curiously it has

not been noted that in this preoccupation with the public’s taste and the

social spread of photography, Baudelaire’s essay was strongly resonant

with two other, almost exactly contemporary texts, written by two

authors who might have fallen under the ‘democratic’ label. These were

the long essay published (unsigned, but referenced in the volume’s index)

by Lady Eastlake in 1857 in the Quarterly Review and the first of Oliver W.

Holmes’s three essays on stereography and photography, published in

The Atlantic Monthly in 1859 (the sequels appeared in 1861 and 1863). It is

almost irrelevant whether Baudelaire found his cue about the ‘democratic

writer’ in Eastlake (Victor Hugo is a better candidate), though we know

that he was an avid reader of the English quarterlies (and of some72



American publications as well). What matters is the coincidence 

of the three essays, which defines the first major moment, since 1839, 

of photography’s emergence into public discourse as a social and political

medium, indeed a visual form of democracy. Given this coincidence, 

the differences between Baudelaire’s satire and the two English-language

essays are all the more striking, and by no means limited to a matter of

‘positive’ or ‘negative’ opinion. 

The comparison manifests, first of all, a recurring opposition between

a French or continental viewpoint and an Anglo-American one. Whereas

the former was mostly confined to the contemplation of images and indif-

ferent to the photographer’s perspective, for the latter photography was

also (perhaps firstly) a practice. Née Elizabeth Rigby, Lady Eastlake, as a

close associate of the Scottish photographic circles and wife of Sir Charles

Eastlake, first president of the Royal Photographic Society, had an early

and rich acquaintance with the medium. Significantly, her long article –

presented as a review of technical publications – starts not with the

Romantic’s dark vision of an ‘obscene crowd’ of spectators but with the

rather ‘democratic’ prospect of a brotherhood of ‘tens of thousands’ of

photographers, ‘now following a new business, practising a new pleasure,

speaking a new language, and bound together by a new sympathy’; ‘a kind

of republic, where it needs apparently but to be a photographer to be a

brother.’ Though she will retrace the invention’s history, Lady Eastlake

declares that her chief object is ‘to investigate the connexion of photogra-

phy with art’, a stance that is consistent with Baudelaire’s and which leads

her to conclusions not so distant from his, when she stresses the differen-

tial value of photography, capable of helping to elucidate ‘the mystery

called Art’, ‘simply by showing what it is not’. This agenda conforms to

the general trend of nineteenth-century commentary on photography,

governed by the confrontation of photography and painting (or ‘art’ in

general). More specific to Eastlake’s essay is a concern with the social uses

of photography as that ‘new form of communication between man and

man – neither letter, message, nor picture – which now happily fills up the

space between them’.21 This discussion of the photograph as sign reaches

its climax in the following passage, worth quoting in full, of the ‘historic’

or singular specificity of the photograph: 73





In this sense no photographic picture that ever was taken . . . of 

any thing, or scene, however defective when measured by an artistic

scale, is destitute of a special, and what we may call an historic 

interest. Every form which is traced by light is the impress of one

moment, or one hour, or one age in the great passage of time.

Though the faces of our children may not be modelled and rounded

with that truth and beauty which art attains, yet minor things – the

very shoes of the one, the inseparable toy of the other – are given

with a strength of identity which art does not even seek.

This ‘historic interest’, with the example of the child’s ‘very shoes’, is in

marked resonance with the arguments of Camera Lucida on punctum and

that has been.22 No less significant is the fact that this discovery is due to 

a woman of letters – author of travel narratives and novels as well as art

critic and translator – who brought, in her 1857 essay, her artistic and 

literary sensibilities to an exploration, aimed at the general reader, of

photography’s novelty not (only) as art but as language. In spite of its

remarkable closeness to Baudelaire’s topic and even his highbrow 

posture, Eastlake’s essay is thus vastly more predictive of future critical

developments – as are the three papers by Oliver W. Holmes.

Holmes’s unique position as a Boston physician, editor of the Atlantic

Monthly, and influential critic with a strong technical interest in photog-

raphy and stereoscopy (he built a hand-held stereoscope) is reflected in

these three essays, which combine detailed information on photographic

practices with an investigation of their cultural significance, couched in

an erudite language that is aimed at the genteel readership of the Atlantic

Monthly. Quotations, literary references and allusions, as well as mytho-

logical readings of photography abound in these essays. The 1859 article

opens with a witty connection between Democritus’ doctrine that ‘all

bodies [are] continually throwing off certain images like themselves’ and

the daguerreotype, which ‘has fixed the most fleeting of our illusions, that

which the apostle and the philosopher and the poet have alike used as the

type of instability and unreality’.23 Similarly, the 1861 essay, ‘Sun Painting

and Sun Sculpture’, starts with the fable of the flaying of Marsyas by the

sun god Apollo, proposed as an emblem for the modern process by which 75
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‘we are now flaying our friends and submitting to be flayed ourselves’.24

This dark humour presages the insistent connection that Holmes, writing

in the context of the American Civil War and its disclosures of destruction

and human corpses, establishes especially in the 1863 paper between 

photography and the spectacles of ageing, injury, and death. 

Meanwhile, the 1861 essay offers ‘a stereoscopic trip across the

Atlantic’, based on the author’s browsing through a collection of stere-

oviews, and laced with historical and literary references which set off

imaginary animations of the pictures. Holmes sees or reads ‘infinite 

volumes of poems . . . in this small library of glass and pasteboard’, and

describes absorption in this virtual library as an experience of disembodi-

ment.25 In an ‘excursion’ to Stratford-upon-Avon – already a favourite

subject of commercial photographers by 1860 – the stereo-traveller 

wanders about the Bard’s house and stops at a picture of its back, 

‘a strange picture, [which] sets us dreaming’: ‘did little Will use to look

out at this window with the bull’s eye panes?’ ‘Strolling over’ to Ann

Hathaway’s cottage in Shottery, the erudite voyeur notes that ‘life goes on

in the cottage just as it used to three hundred years ago’: ‘a young man is

sitting, pensive’, a cat reminds the viewer of the one ‘which purred round

the poet’s legs’ then. In the midst of this reverie on the collision of past

and present Holmes declares: 

at the foot of the steps is a huge basin, and over the rail hangs – a

dishcloth, drying. In these homely accidents of the very instant, that

cut across our romantic ideals with the sharp edge of reality, lies one

of the ineffable charms of the sun-picture. It is a little thing that gives

life to a scene or face; portraits are never absolutely alive, because

they do not wink.26

However swollen, Holmes’s rhetoric admirably demonstrates a connec-

tion between literary culture and romancing imagination that directly

anticipates Barthes’s later commentaries, as does his remarkably sensitive

analysis of the peculiarities of photographic portraiture. More striking

even is the fact that Holmes – who in the 1863 article gives a detailed

account of his technical apprenticeship as an amateur photographer –76



exploits literary culture in an explicit attempt to implicate his genteel

readers in a fuller understanding of a form of entertainment they know

without necessarily acknowledging it. This work of cultural education can

usefully be read in dialogue and in contrast with Baudelaire’s anti-didactic

diatribe, and, obviously, in advance of the later similar efforts of

Benjamin, Valéry, Berger, Barthes, and especially Susan Sontag, with her

particular concern with the image of war, its scandals and its ambiguities. 

At least three subsequent moments can be identified in the history of

literary discoveries of photography, which I am only outlining here. The

first one is centred around 1900 and the ‘graphic revolution’, and manifests

itself, above all, in the emergence of photography as a topic for fiction.

Whereas up until 1880 ‘serious’ fiction had been slow to incorporate photo-

graphs and photographers, in the following decades both topics became 77
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frequent.27 Examples include several of Thomas Hardy’s novels (especially

Jude the Obscure [1896], where on two occasions Jude’s behaviour is driven

by the chance finding of a photographic portrait, which in the first case 

is burned, as in Hardy’s poem ‘The Photograph’), 28 as well as Fedor

Dostoyevsky’s The Idiot, Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, and Marcel Proust’s

Remembrance of Things Past, all of which contain key scenes involving the

discovery of, the search for, or the meditation on photographs – usually

portraits. Popular novels such as Jules Verne’s The Kip Brothers (1902)

resorted to investigations involving photographs, in this case the enlarged

detail of the image of a murdered man’s retina, delivering a verdict on the

culprit.29 During the same period, numerous short stories were built with

either an opening scene or climax involving a photographic revelation. In a

sense, such topics signalled a new banality of photography, perhaps even 

a new distance from the old faith in ‘the work of the sun’: if photographs

became fictional motifs, their truth value could more easily be questioned.

At the same time, however, the place of photography in fiction also mirrored

its greater presence, or influence, in society, and for some (such as Hardy) it

seemed to point to an excess of photographic truth, rather than a decline. As

Graham Smith has shown, it was this excess that E. M. Forster had in mind

when he characterized Sinclair Lewis’s style as a ‘snapshot method’.30

Furthermore, whereas earlier literary responses predominantly

addressed photography as a purveyor of images, after 1880 and the ‘Kodak

revolution’ more writers learned to envision photography as a practice, and

some, from Emile Zola to Virginia Woolf, actually practised it themselves.

Thus not only the encounter with photographs but also the handling and

even the making of them became, in Western Europe and also Russia, 

common enough experiences to make them part of the ordinary literary

landscape – in much the same way as they became part of the ordinary

philosophical landscape. In Tchekhov’s play Three Sisters, Fedotik is 

continually taking pictures of his relatives, while several characters in

Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past declare an active interest in photog -

raphy; in James Joyce’s Ulysses, a novel permeated with photographs and

meditations on them, Molly Bloom takes up photography as a career.31

Yet the increasing banality of photography did not cancel earlier ambiva-

lences or the deep-seated sentiment of the image’s foreignness to literature. 79
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The period’s ‘record of thinking’ on photography (now in published fiction

rather than in private diaries or journalistic essays), especially in France, is

dominated by new expressions of its magic powers, coupled in many cases

with indictments of its treacherous, dangerous, even murderous tendencies.

Two otherwise widely different French novels, Tomorrow’s Eve (1886) by the

aristocratic Symbolist Villiers de l’Isle Adam and The Carpathian Castle

(1892) by popular neo-Fantastic Jules Verne, similarly stage experiments of

photographically based Frankensteinian clones designed by evil and foreign

geniuses. (Villiers’s engineer is aptly named Edison, and his creature 

cannibalizes a young woman.) A similar theme was used much later by

Adolfo Bioy Casares in The Invention of Morel (1940), and countless replicas

can be found in sci-fi novels (for instance Philip K. Dick’s 1969 Ubik). 

In Remembrance of Things Past, photography’s power is also exploited,

in a minor mode, in several rituals of discovery and desecration, such

as the episodes of Albertine’s kiss and the profanation of Vinteuil’s 

portrait by his daughter, while one important thread is the quest for a

true photograph – of oneself, of a loved one – in the midst of a deluge 

of mediocre or vulgar images. While the Kodak and its practitioners 

symbolize the vulgarities of modern visuality, late in the novel the 

unexpected, devastating meeting with the narrator’s grandmother, now

reduced to a shrivelled old thing, is formulated as the taking of a photo-

graph.32 The same vulgarity and the same power of social engineering

were attributed to photog raphy by Henry James in ‘The Real Thing’

(1892). In this highly satirical short story an illustrator is confronted with

a couple of models, Mr and Mrs Monarch, who are convinced that they

are the embodiment of style (‘the real thing’) yet prove utterly worthless

at posing. Because, as they claim, ‘[they] have been photographed –

immensely’, they have become mere images, devoid of any substance.33

In this story, as in Proust’s larger world of images, what will later be

called the simulacrum is pointedly designated as the enemy of literature,

but also as one of the topics in literature’s ongoing critique of modernity. 

A second moment in the continuing literary discovery of photography

took place in the 1930s. In a 1939 speech on the centennial of photography,

Paul Valéry pondered the effects of ‘the mere notion of photography’ on 

literature and history, identifying a ‘new kind of reagent whose effects have80
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certainly not as yet been sufficiently explored’.34 Following, albeit rather 

quietly, in the critical footsteps of Baudelaire and Proust, Valéry was echoing

in this rather obscure piece recent developments such as Surrealist experi-

ments as much as he was (unknowingly) rehearsing Poe’s old statement

about photography’s unmeasured novelty. Christopher Phillips has

observed that the artistic generation who came of age in the 1920s and

1930s, inspired by the groundbreaking visual and multi-media experiments

of  European avant-gardes, repeatedly described photography ‘as having

only recently been truly discovered’.35 This urge to re-evaluate the invention

of photography was stimulated by the emergence of illustrated news media

and, for many, by political urgency of the time and the relevance of the 
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camera in social and political struggles.36 In an age of 

alienation by the machine, it also incorporated mounting

defiance of modernity, as in the French writer’s Georges

Duhamel’s Scènes de la Vie Future (1930), which contained 

a furious attack on (American) cinema. 

When Valéry prudently enunciated a parallel between

the advent of photography and that of the ‘descriptive genre’,

that is, literary realism, he was rehearsing an opinion that

had become current in the 1930s, along with the concurring

parallel between photography and painting’s ‘flight’ into

abstraction; both ideas were tainted with an uneasiness that

owed both to the period’s political threats and the larger

fear of a destabilization of culture by the machine. Walter

Benjamin’s interest in photography and reproducibility, 

or Gisèle Freund’s remarkable 1936 dissertation on the 

‘sociology and aesthetics’ of nineteenth-century French 

photography,37 cannot be properly understood without 

paying due attention to this context as well as to the role 

of literature (Baudelaire especially) as beacon of a critique 

of modernity. By 1940, literary culture had become the privi -

leged source for investigating photography’s (and cinema’s)

now largely acknowledged macro-historical impact; after the

war this fact would be a given for new historians of culture

and the ‘civilization of images’, from André Malraux and André Bazin to

Siegfried Kracauer, William Ivins, and Daniel J. Boorstin.

The third moment was the post-1960 explosion of literary, photo-

graphic, photo-literary, and conceptual experiments, which came to make

literature (and the book) photography’s natural partner. The 1950s saw an

amplification of the earlier pattern of fictional investigations involving

photographs or photograph-taking, especially serving as plot triggers,

and often leading to or revealing murders, as in Agatha Christie’s novel

Mrs McGinty’s Dead (1952) and short stories such as Eugène Ionesco’s

‘The Colonel’s Photograph’ (1955), Italo Calvino’s ‘The Adventures of a

Photographer’ (1955), and most famously, Julio Cortázar’s ‘Blow Up’ (1959) –

adapted into a film in 1966 by Michelangelo Antonioni. As Jane Rabb has 83
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shown, photography now became a regular theme of short stories (a pattern

that started earlier in the twentieth century, from Anton Tchekhov and

Rudyard Kipling to Vladimir Nabokov, Thomas Mann, and Bing Xin, and

which would flourish, in the 1970s and ’80s, in the usa).38 Long stories or

novellas rehearsed, particularly in the mode of ekphrasis, the older mode of

discovery, though they tended to emphasize the photograph’s incomplete-

ness or inaccessibility rather than its inexhaustibility. In Noé (1961) Jean

Giono recounted an unrealized fictional project where the full narrative 

of a country wedding developed out of a series of photographs.39 In Three

Farmers on Their Way to a Dance (1985), Richard Powers brilliantly executed

this idea in a book-long narrative explication of August Sander’s photo-

graph of the same title. 

By 1980, although Roland Barthes identified photography with the

New, its novelty was declining in popular culture and becoming a didactic

theme, while novels that perpetuated the theme of discoveries in photo-

graphs were often set in a nostalgic tone or a climate of amnesia, as with

Patrick Modiano or, later, W. G. Sebald.40 As suggested by his concluding

remarks in Camera Lucida on the futility of domesticating photography’s

‘madness’ into art, Barthes was aware that its description as a ‘new art’

was losing ground, and that those concerned to keep the old amazement

at its realism alive (i.e. the amazement at its ability to certify reality)41

would henceforth need to inculcate this experience in postmodern 

audiences raised in scepticism. In this sense, Camera Lucida recapitulated

not only a century and a half ’s literary tradition of discovering photog -

raphy but also its own, shorter, generational timeframe, where in the

wake of Structuralism the photograph had become a prime object for

semiotic and anthropological analyses of modern media and messages. 

In some cases, the ‘new’ media analysis explicitly clashed with literary

culture, as when Marshall McLuhan bashed Daniel J. Boorstin’s critique

of ‘pseudo-events’ as ‘literary’.42 But European semioticians from Louis

Hjelmslev and Algésiras Greimas  to Umberto Eco and Barthes, and

McLuhan himself, always envisioned the analysis of iconic and other

messages against a literary back ground. And prior to Camera Lucida, the

most influential essays on photography in the 1970s – besides those of

visual critics such as John Szarkowski – were often the work of literary 85
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critics, first and foremost Susan Sontag. The latter’s 

On Photography, published in 1977, dwelt on a nostalgic

confrontation of the Whit manian vision of ordinary

heroism to the disenchanted world of contemporary

(American) photog  raphy, instanced by Diane Arbus’s

portraits of urban freaks. Since World War ii, according

to Sontag, ‘the Whitmanesque mandate to record in its

entirety the extravagant  candors of actual American

experience has gone sour’.43 Barthes only discreetly

acknowledged the work of Sontag – his correspondent

for some time – by noting her emphasis on the pornog-

raphy of death and suffering; but it may be suggested

that an analogously tacit relationship linked Barthes to

Sontag and the older and less obvious duo of Charles

Baudelaire and Lady Eastlake. Their common posterity –

along with the diffusion of Walter Benjamin’s work –

would be strongly felt in the work of later critical voices

on photography, from W.J.T. Mitchell to Bernd Stiegler,

from Régis Durand to Rosalind Krauss. 

In the same period, the postmodernist critique 

of an image-bound culture of ‘simulations’, in Jean

Baudrillard’s phrase, would become a leitmotiv of much

contemporary fiction, especially in the us, from Walker

Percy to Paul Auster and Don DeLillo, in whose novels

the scrutiny of photographic or video images leads one to a form of

blindness – the discovery not of ‘infinite detail’ but of an abyssal void. 

Yet the paradox of Barthes’s posterity was that his celebration of photog -

raphic realism, unconcerned as it was with the photographic art or the

photographic author, coincided not only with a new attraction of litera-

ture for the medium but with the advent of the photographer as a fully

fledged literary voice.
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Does it make any difference what subject matter is used to express a 

feeling toward life! 

Edward Weston, Daybooks, May 20, 1927 1

The nineteenth-century photographer was not, in general, much of a

writer, let alone a writer of literature; photography was usually not con-

sidered to have much to do with imagination, let alone the imagination 

of oneself. The inaugural moment in 1839, when François Arago spoke 

to the academies in lieu of Daguerre, was the beginning of a long period

during which to be a photographer usually meant not to have a voice –

for various reasons. Hippolyte Bayard, the unlucky rival inventor who

tried in vain to interest the academies in his paper process in 1839, was

quite literally muffled by Arago. He chose to comment visually and silently

on this eviction in his now famous self-portait as a drowned man, one of

several explicitly fictional images which, from today’s vantage point, recall

later practices of derisive or distorted self-representation. Self-portraiture,

even unacknowledged and merely experimental, was probably a more

common procedure for self-presentation than organized written discourse

among the first photographic generations; more generally the insertion of

reflections, shadows or inscriptions of the photographer in the photo-

graph was a discreet procedure for reminding viewers that the sun

picture was not solely the work of the sun. 

Still, few nineteenth-century photographers published anything

beyond a few technical articles, and many of those today considered

among the century’s greats have left hardly anything in the way of written

four
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traces – even accounts or letters. It is true, conversely, that many others

scrupulously kept diaries and archives (a few published at the time, most

emerging posthumously). It is also true that in most countries some

advanced amateurs and, more commonly, the leaders of the profession

published manuals and treatises, some of them quite extensive and ambi-

tious. ‘Literary’ amateur photographers such as Edward Bradley (writing

on ‘Photographic Pleasures’ in 1855 under the humorous pseudonym

Cuthbert Bede), Julia Margaret Cameron, Lewis Carroll (‘Photography

Extraordinary’, 1855), and later Arthur Conan Doyle, H. G. Wells and

George Bernard Shaw, constitute a peculiar English tradition, marked by

a consistent conviction of the poetic, fictional, and humoristic powers of

photography. The American professional Marcus Root, who turned to 89
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writing after a severe accident,2 titled his 1864 treatise The Camera and the

Pencil to signify that writing and drawing could be combined with the

portrait photographer’s many talents in an effort to elevate photography

to fine art status. In such books, often as preoccupied with legitimization

as they were with the teaching and ‘improvement’ of the trade, literary

quotes abounded, as if to lift the nascent art above its mechanical roots. 

By contrast, the literary and archival silence surrounding such ‘early

masters’ as Timothy H. O’Sullivan or Eugène Atget – not to mention lesser

figures – is remarkable, and has not been given enough consideration.

Indeed, this silence is inseparable from the intensely speculative character

of much of the criticism devoted, from the 1930s on, to these two ‘anony-

mous’ ancestors of photographic modernism.3 At any rate, the issue of

how photographers have related to writing, literature, and expression is,

in my view, closely linked to the issue of their public, social status, and by

the same token to the various ways photographers have chosen to repre-

sent themselves. Thus in this chapter I will be particularly concerned with

the emergence, in the twentieth century, of a more ambitious discourse

and writing effort by ‘serious’ photographers, which has contributed 

powerfully to a new understanding of photography as an expressive,

indeed often autobiographical, medium. In focusing on the issue of 

self-representation and expression, I will dwell on the emerging 

definition of the photographer as writer and storyteller, an often 

overlooked trend which points to the rise of photography as an art of 

eloquence. Nonetheless, paying attention to the development of fictional

and performing procedures in the later twentieth century, I will not limit

the issue of self-representation to its rhetorical manifestations, and consider

theatricality as another emerging literary aspect of photography. By 2000
the old silence of nineteenth-century photographers had, for many, been

vindicated as a newly relevant context for photographic performances.

Around 1900 a series of testimonials and some larger-scale autobiograph-

ical statements appeared, written by veterans of the first photographic

century. This trend began in the 1870s, and in the following three decades

a number of autobiographies, histories, and shorter reminiscences were

produced by photographic veterans such as, in England, Julia Margaret

54 Félix Nadar, Le Mime Debureau: Pierrot
photographe, 1854–55, albumen print.
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Cameron (her unfinished narrative from 1874–9 published in 1890 as

Annals of my Glass House) and John Werge; in the usa Albert S. Southworth,

J. F. Ryder, Mathew Brady (in the ‘Townsend interview’ of 1891); and 

in France, most famously, Nadar (in Quand j’étais photographe/My Life as

a Photographer, 1900, a full-scale literary autobiography). Gaspard-Félix

Tournachon had formerly produced – with his brother Adrien – a beauti-

ful allegory of photography in the ‘Pierrot’ series, impersonating

photography as a mime, theatrical and versatile like himself, yet pointing

a seemingly accusing finger at the camera as if to denounce photogra-

phy’s threatening new powers.4 Before 1900 Nadar had already published

several autobiographical accounts concerning especially his experiments

in balloon travel and aerial photography. As the French title of his defini-

tive autobiography of 1900 indicates, Nadar by this stage situated

‘photography’ in the past of his long life and of (French) cultural history;

Léon Daudet’s preface called him ‘a witness of the past fifty years’. The

book was actually a collection of short pieces with diverse topics and

styles, mostly autobiographical and often anecdotal though some were

grave and even macabre (especially the famous narrative of photograph-

ing in the Catacombs, and ‘Homicidal Photography’, a fictionalizing

account of a landmark murder case in the 1860s). Other articles, however,

such as ‘The primitives of photography’, attempted to provide a history

of the medium, and the volume opened with a now famous reminiscence

of ‘Balzac and the daguerreotype’, where Nadar revealed the writer’s

apprehension of the invention and his ‘theory’ of spectral emanations; 

as another piece, on the cultural atmosphere of the 1830s, confirmed, the

emphasis was clearly on the advent of modernity – the transformations

of (French) society witnessed and even wrought by photography.

This burst of photographic confessions around 1900 had to do not

only with the mere autobiographical impulse of former luminaries but

with the awareness for most of them that the end of their careers coincid-

ed with a great mutation in their craft. Their new urge to speak and write

publicly was motivated by a new awareness of photography as having

‘made history’ (and, for Nadar or Brady, having recorded much of their

national histories) but also as having ‘become history’, especially since

the rise of small formats, film, and popular photography after 1890.
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Recurrent among these veterans’ memoirs was the observation (some-

times the lament) that, with the advent of the Kodak and the ensuing

decline of the traditional professional and technical mindset, photog -

raphy had changed and was becoming a toy, at best a form of popular

culture. Brady’s nostalgic reminiscences of his many acquaintances in the

cultural elite of antebellum America, like Cameron’s moving impressions

of the numerous literary figures who passed before her camera, and

Nadar’s accounts of his friendships with the French intelligentsia from

Balzac to Baudelaire, are gentle reminders of a golden age of the photo-

graphic art that pioneers felt was fading in the era of snapshots,

illustrated postcards, and movies. Postcards especially, as a popular form

of communication, registered the new availability of pictures as writing

surfaces, and the rise of an ordinary discourse of travel and memory that

in some ways superseded the earlier, more ambitious travel narratives.

55 Unidentified photographer, The Rapids
above the Falls. Greeting from Niagara
Falls; lithochrome postcard c. 1907.
Inscribed ‘Last night in Buffalo – Finest
ever happened, Ed.’, and postmarked
Niagara Falls, 7 September 1907. 



The retrospective brand of photographic autobiography would 

con tinue throughout the twentieth century, usually associated, as before,

with photog raphers’ claims to have documented, been part of, even made

‘history’, away from explicit aesthetic concerns. A prime example is the

dizzying autobiographical and memorial output of the American land-

scapist William H. Jackson, who lived to ninety-nine and published several

versions of his memoirs along with countless historical articles on the

beauties and hardships of ‘pioneer photography’ before the advent of

‘kodakery’. (His most ‘official’ life story, Time Exposure, appeared one year

before his death in 1940.) In his obsessive iteration of his experience as 

a ‘pioneer photographer’, he hardly ever commented on his images, con -

centrating instead on a narrative of (often heroic) picture-making.5 His

nos talgia took on an explicit pastoral turn, which echoed the rising aware-

ness, in several countries during the 1930s, that photography had not only

recorded the advent of modernity and a new visual culture but crucially

helped it. Thus in the 1930s the autobiographical or memorial impulse of

Jackson and others was echoed by the first ‘social’ or ‘cultural’ histories 

of photography, which, like Robert Taft’s monumental Photography and the

American Scene (1938), considered photography as heritage or folklore rather

than art in the sense pursued by a few collectors and curators at that time.94
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57 William Henry Jackson, The Grand
Canyon in Arizona, c. 1900, 
photochrome print. 

The earlier survey by Helmut Bossert and Heinrich Guttmann in Germany,6

a source for Walter Benjamin’s ‘Short history of Photography’ (1931), was

another such text. Arguably, the ‘short’ format of Benjamin’s history was a

discreetly sarcastic comment on the ever-expanding scale of the literature of

photography in the 1930s, just as the subtitle of Barthes’s Camera Lucida

(‘A Note on Photography’) hinted at its rapid aggrandizement in the 1970s. 

Although the emphasis of the 1970s was on photographic style, still

Jackson’s heroic model endured, after being illustrated in particular by news

and agency photographers or photojournalists, whose working contexts and



social functions often resembled those of nineteenth-century expeditionary

operators. Robert Capa (especially in Slightly Out of Focus, 1947, a tragicomic

account of World War ii that became a model for the literature of action

photography),7 Brassaï and Robert Doisneau are some examples in point.

By the end of the twentieth century, however, the nostalgic or pastoral tone

had become a more tenuous voice in photographic literature; while writing

and publishing books had become a mark of photographic achievement,

and while much photo-literature had a strong self-representational dimen-

sion, it no longer predominantly followed the ‘pioneer’ pattern – at least

until the digital revolution produced a new round of nostalgic outpourings.

Since 1900 another important form of discourse besides the memorial

had accompanied the ongoing crusade of the avant-gardes (pictorialist

and then modernist and surrealist) in favour of photography as art: the 

manifesto. To be sure, apologies for art photography had existed earlier,

especially in England (where the Royal Photographic Society functioned,

very early on, as a pre-pictorialist circle) and even in France; in the us
Marcus Root claimed that ‘heliography’, as he called the medium, was not

only among the fine arts but ‘high’ in their rank, while in Germany

Hermann Vogel championed in-depth understanding of photographic tech-

nologies as a precondition for successful artistic practice. Nonetheless, the

pictorialist movement went further in producing and promoting criticism

in the service of photography as art, and rallied writers to this cause. The

European pictorialists – before their American counterparts – put unprece-

dented ardour into the fight, enlisting much of the literary and artistic

world and gaining a new social visibility for photography by publishing

refined critical discussions in leading intellectual magazines.8 Foremost on

the English and European scene was the Cuban-born Peter Henry Emerson

– a distant relative of the philosopher, from whom he inherited an

unshakeable faith in self-reliance as the artist’s cardinal virtue – whose

impassioned manifesto for ‘naturalistic photography’ combined a detailed

understanding of photographic techniques with a distinctly post-Romantic

aesthetics, or ethics, praising photography as a ‘medium’ for expression. 

As is well-known, this trend culminated with Alfred Stieglitz and his

prolonged, intensive ‘battle’ – on account of both ‘serious’ photography

as a whole and his own endeavours. Though the leader of the Photo96
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Secession notably did not write books, he published two of the era’s

most important periodicals, Camera Notes (1897–1903) and Camera

Work (1903–17), which printed many of the most influential contribu-

tions at the time, including those of writers (Stieglitz later claimed to

have ‘discovered’ Gertrude Stein) and critics (notably Sadakichi

Hartmann, perhaps the period’s most incisive analyst).9 Even before 

he embarked on his crusade for photography, Stieglitz had been in the

habit – inherited from nineteenth-century technicians – of publishing

commentaries on his photographs in the specialized press, and these

took on an increasingly aesthetic turn.10 In his now famous exegesis of

his picture Winter  – Fifth Avenue (1893), he described his patient vigil,

on a cold winter evening on Manhattan’s snowy streets, for the moment

‘when everything is in balance’. This an example of Stieglitz’s aesthetic

credo – but also of his remarkable ability to formulate and propagate this

credo in writing. It has become banal to say that Stieglitz inaugurated

photography as art, and more specifically ‘the photographer’s eye’ as the

real creative agency of this art. To this claim it must be added that, from

Stieglitz on, the photographer’s pen and rhetoric became the accustomed

auxiliaries of this creative eye – a remarkable reversal from the time of

Talbot and Daguerre, when even for Talbot the pencil of Nature was

potentially a substitute, not only for drawing but for writing.

From Stieglitz on, an increasing recognition of the great photog -

rapher as an artist endowed with a special visionary talent went hand in

hand with the notion that ‘great photographs’ were symbolic constructs

that involved conscious choices and thus called for commentary and 

narrative. Stieglitz himself, and some of his protégés such as Paul Strand,

greatly contributed to this trend, which also enforced the prevalence 

of the first person singular – of the ‘I’ – in the new discourse of photo -

graphy. It is no accident that the various pictorialist and modernist

photographic circles relished and popularized the self-portrait as a valid

genre in a medium where previous experiments in this line, if quite

numerous, had most often been either private or not explicit. It is also no

accident that these groups popularized a highbrow manner of captioning

(or ‘titling’) images, often resorting to metaphor and literary allusion –

one classic example being Stieglitz’s own cloud series, Equivalents – which98



greatly contributed to a qualification of photography as a Symbolist art.

This new semantic and rhetorical density of photography would be

enshrined in a collective tribute entitled America and Alfred Stieglitz: 

A Collective Portrait (1934). The book gathered an impressive array of

modernist writers and critics (among them Lewis Mumford, William

Carlos Williams, Waldo Frank and Paul Rosenfeld) in an effort to assess

Stieglitz’s photography, and incidentally to enlist its service for cultural

nationalism; even before this cult object appeared, Sherwood Anderson,

Theodore Dreiser and Hart Crane had published their (usually eulogious)

observations on Stieglitz’s photographs.11

A few years later, Beaumont Newhall’s retrospective exhibition of

photography’s first hundred years for New York’s new Museum of Modern

Art would capitalize on Stieglitz’s ‘invention of photographic meaning’,

in Alan Sekula’s phrase, constructing an ambitious narrative of the 

history of photography as a medium, which incorporated a good deal of

literary sources.12 Walker Evans’s 1938 American Photographs was accom-

panied by an eloquent discussion by Lincoln Kirstein, and prompted

William Carlos Williams’s Sermon with a Camera. In 1926, for Virginia

Woolf and Roger Fry to publish a volume of Julia

Margaret Cameron’s photographs had been a bold

move. But later in the century, the prefacing or com-

mentary of photographers’ books by writers became

common practice, examples including, in the post-war

period, James Agee on Helen Levitt’s A Way of Seeing

(1946); Jean-Paul Sartre on Henri Cartier-Bresson’s

D’une Chine à l’autre (1954); Langston Hughes on Roy

DeCarava (1956); Paul Éluard and Jean Cocteau on

Lucien Clergue (1957); Jack Kerouac on Robert Frank’s

The Americans (1958); Lawrence Durrell on Bill Brandt

(1961); and Yukio Mishima on Eikoh Hosoe (1963).

Undoubtedly a detailed study of this genre would shed

light on the evolving literary recognition of photog -

raphy in the second half of the twentieth century.

One representative champion of the rhetoric of

expression through photography, and its discontents, 99
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was, from the 1920s to the ’50s, the Californian landscapist Edward

Weston, whose pictures of sand dunes, peppers, or toilet bowls are the 

classic examples of a Symbolist brand of photography. His Daybooks, a 

prolific diary covering his activities between 1923 and 1934 and published

from 1928 on, painstakingly recounted, through narrative and description

(though usually not, as Ansel Adams noted, by ‘explaining’ his pictures),

the photographer’s quest for representation or ‘revelation’ of ‘the thing

itself ’. Beaumont Newhall wrote that the intensity of Weston’s diaries made

them comparable only to Delacroix’s journals.13 Though contemporary with

Jackson’s memorializing enterprise, Weston’s autobiographical prolixity

sharply contrasted with his predecessor’s by foregrounding photography as

a means of expression and obsessively spelling out its limitations in achiev-

ing the adequate image, often on account of the subject’s spiritual import;

even his rebuttals of adverse criticism partook of an urge to justify his

‘vision’ in existential terms. In the 1950s, this rhetoric of expression was

carried to a new degree by Minor White and his magazine Aperture, which

actively linked the promotion of art photography with a highly spiritual –

bordering on metaphysical – approach to the phenomenal world. 

The existence of this American tradition of writer-photographers, 

as much as the more conspicuous heritage of photographic books, is an

important component in the making of John Szarkowski’s influential

essays of the 1960s and ’70s, when the former photographer, then curator

at New York’s moma, considerably shaped the photographic scene 

in the us and abroad through a series of exhibitions and catalogues. 

The Photographer’s Eye (1966) must be understood in this lineage, and

not merely as the outcome of a long modernist struggle, going back to

Stieglitz and Newhall, to win autonomy for the medium on the basis of its

formal characteristics – although it certainly belongs in that tradition.14

Just as Newhall had also incorporated a photographer’s practical sensi -

bilities and a certain sense of cultural minority in his art-historical

construction of the medium, John Szarkowski sought to establish the

validity of the photographer’s point of view in the museum, especially at

the moma, where Edward Steichen had previously privileged a more social

approach. The Photographer’s Eye was the mature achievement of an urge,

shared by Stieglitz, Weston and White, to spell out the rhetorical import of 101
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photographs, the language of photography – the ‘I’ bespoken by the ‘eye’ –

mirroring the world’s phenomena. With Szarkowski this urge to speak

photography was balanced by an obvious respect for its more silent 

tradition, more or less identified with ‘vernacular’ and then ‘documentary’

artists, from O’Sullivan and Atget to Walker Evans, Robert Frank and Gary

Winogrand or Diane Arbus, the last two in the New Documents show (1967).

But the Szarkowskian credo clearly aimed at reconciling photography’s

power of revealing the phenomenal world and the photographer’s will to

expression; one of his last shows at moma, Mirrors and Windows (1978),

would focus on this very dialectics and thereby accentuate, in the public

eye, the view of photography as ‘holding up the mirror’, not to Nature, 

but to the photographer’s self.

In Europe in the 1970s, the emergence of a specialized critical 

discourse and of a few publishing and institutional outlets for ‘serious’

photography was influenced by this American tradition and similarly

boosted by the efforts of photographers and photographic groups 

themselves, who, for instance, led magazines like Camera, Les Cahiers 

de la Photographie or the Rivista di critica e storia della fotografia. In 

France in the early 1980s, the nascent institutionalization of photography

was manifested by the inauguration of the Mois de la Photo and several

large-scale institutions or projects, including the creation at the new

Orsay Museum, from its outset, of a full-blown department of photo-

graphs. The trend was also reflected by the growing interest of the press,

tv and publishing worlds in diffusing not only photographs but photo-

graphs with commentaries by their authors or by others – as in Agnès

Varda’s short daily show Une minute pour une image (1983) on the tv
channel France 3 (with a column of the same title in the daily Libération),

and the collection Ecrit sur l’image co-published by Libération. Among the

latter’s first instalments were the Magnum photo-reporter Raymond

Depardon’s Correspondance newyorkaise (1981, with text by Alain Bergala),

and Sophie Calle’s Suite vénitienne (1983, with text by Jean Baudrillard) and

L’Hôtel (1984). While Depardon’s photographs and short captions, in

loose allegiance to a ‘street photography’ tradition, cultivated a Minimalist

style which Alain Bergala rightly glossed as foregrounding the photo g -

rapher’s ‘absences’, Calle conversely staged her ‘suite’ (meaning both 102
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a narrative or musical sequence and a suite in a hotel) as a narrative and

fictional apparatus for self-representation or, rather, self-fictionalization

(dubbed ‘Please follow me’ by Baudrillard).

As is plain from this example, eloquence and the aesthetics of 

expression, à la Weston or White, were not the only means by which

photog raphers turned photography into literature in the late twentieth 

century. Among the many modes that the younger medium inherited

and appropriated from its once overbearing partner are narrative, fiction

and poetry. Narrative works and presentations of works had already been 

popular in the nineteenth century, when many photographic ensembles,

later appreciated for their formal qualities, were designed and published

in serial formats and with narrative framing (especially the albums dis-

cussed in chapter Two), and when popular forms of photography, such as

stereoviews, routinely grouped images by set, theme, or story. Following

the model of Bayard and others, this exploitation of photography as

narrative was often combined with fictional constructions, especially

with a view to allegory and edification, but also in a mode of ‘recre-

ation’.15 As is well-known, photographic allegories were especially

popular in the third quarter of the century in England, where Queen

Victoria is said to have been fond of Henry P. Robinson’s and Oscar

Rejlander’s illustrative composites and tableaux. As Michel Foucault

noted in the 1970s, in the 1860s photography had already opened, at the

hand of these recreational artists, ‘a great play space’ – where the game

consisted in giving life-likeness and photographic authenticity to obvious

non-entities, and thus playing on the borders between the real and the

virtual.16 This game had more morbid or more exploitative players in the

adepts of spirit photography,17 and reached a poetic and rhetorical climax

in Fred Holland Day’s series of impersonations of himself as Christ. It also

had everyday practitioners in the many photographers for whom ‘compos-

ing’ a photograph meant arranging its elements, sometimes to the extent

of creating the scene to be ‘recorded’. Later, and quite durably, fashion

and advertising photography were, along with propaganda as practiced in

the photomontage, the main avenues for photographic fictions. 

Still, the bolder and more influential fictionalizing enterprises tend

to be grouped after 1970, in a whole array of works and bodies of works,104



generally characterized as postmodern on account of their sceptical 

outlook on photography as an image of the world, indeed on represen-

tation in general. Often referring to nineteenth-century illustrators,

these new pictorialists – performing artists as much as photographers –

pushed narrativizing and ‘arranging’ techniques beyond the limits 

of any recognizable ‘realism’. Thus, a decade or two before the popular-

iza tion of digital photography the very authenticating power of

photog raphy was turned on its head by its new alignment with story-

telling, playacting or masquerade. As Miles Orvell puts it, by the 1970s

‘the practice of fiction photography was a strong, if not dominant,

strain in American art photography.’18 Many photo-performances and 105
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narratives of the post-1970 era involved photographers in (re)presen -

tations, or rather productions, of their own selves, stories and bodies

(Duane Michals and Cindy Sherman being perhaps the prime examples).

As early as 1976 the incisive photo-critic A. D. Coleman identified a

‘directorial mode’ in contemporary photography, harking back to 

various features of Pictorialism.19106



Later works in this narrative and theatrical line would tend to

replace the more traditional self-portrait with new forms, usually involving

multiple and/or serial images, constituting varieties of photographic

autobiography usually concerned with identities, family narratives, gender

roles, ethnic or sexual nonconformity, or disease (subjects addressed by,

among others, David Hockney, Hervé Guibert, Nan Goldin, Francesca 107
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Woodman and Carrie Mae Weems). Other specialists of photographic

fiction foregrounded the photographer, not as persona, but as stage direc-

tor, architect, or quasi painter (such as Bernard Faucon), often linking

photographic practice with conceptualism, multi-media, or painting (for

example Christian Boltanski and Elizabeth Lennard). This formed part of

the larger process Harold Rosenberg called the ‘de-definition’ of art; often,

their cultural models were literary as much as pictorial. Composing

tableaux with grotesque dolls (as Hans Bellmer had done in the 1930s) or

oversized, masked nude actors posing amid religious and pornographic

symbols, Joel-Peter Witkin openly reversed the Victorian allegorical 

discourse of edification by creating wholly fictional, deeply disturbing

images; a little later, Jeff Wall also harked back to nineteenth-century 

concerns, though perhaps not to theatricality, when he staged large-scale

compositions implying silent, unedifying, narratives – sometimes explicitly

literary, though not ‘illustrative’ (After ‘Invisible Man’ by Ralph Ellison). The

emphasis therefore shifted from what can be said in photography – either

by words or by images – to what is done, happening, or produced in the 

photo graphic ‘act’ or transaction, whether construed as a concreted 

presence of the photographer or his/her eclipse, voluntary or not. In

particular, deliberate silence was now claimed as a photographic virtue, the

trace of an unspoken or unpublished reserve or preserve of meaning where

images drew their source (as in the case of Nan Goldin’s ‘secret’ diaries).

Though much of post-1970 creative photography included narrative aspects

of one kind or another, a large proportion of such photo-narratives sought

to avoid verbal formulation, more generally to replace the nineteenth-

century ideals of ‘connectedness’ and mastery with recordings of the 

(postmodern) subject’s experiences of incompleteness, de-centring, 

and loss of faith in any master narrative – especially written.20

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, avant-garde photography

has moved so far out of its nineteenth-century boundaries that the once

transgressive model of the creative photographer as a master of rhetoric

appears today irretrievably outdated. The quest for formal ‘balance’ à la

Stieglitz or Cartier-Bresson has largely retreated, and with it the photog -

rapher’s discourse has relinquished the Symbolist posture. The great

photog  rapher may indeed have a voice, but his/her ascension to cultural108
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stardom makes the use of that voice largely irrelevant – even unwanted –

or a mere concession to institutional demands, as in the case of Cindy

Sherman’s 2001 retrospective. As evidenced also by the work of Sherman,

the former taste for ‘dense’, literary-sounding captions has yielded, as in

much modern art, to the ubiquitous ‘untitled’ label. Today the function

of speech and commentary is devolved rather to the great photo-illustrator,

exemplified by the aerial photographer Yann Arthus-Bertrand, who to all

intents and purposes has taken the place occupied one century earlier by

popular writers such as Jules Verne. Digital photography, among other

mixed blessings, has meanwhile helped uproot the old Realist credo

which Barthes clung to in 1980; while postcards are being phased out by

email attachments and file-sharing websites, fiction is today widely con-

sidered a standard field for photography, from Andreas Gursky to ‘the

blogosphere’. Significantly, Susan Sontag in her last book (Regarding the

Pain of Others, 2004) admitted postmodern scepticism into her critique

of the voyeurism of war, while appealing to a great modernist – Virginia

Woolf – as a witness of photography’s powers of manipulation. As shown

by the career of Jean Baudrillard, the postmodern critique of simulacra

has incorporated the practices of performing, theatricality, appropri -

ation, or mimicking, understood as weapons against conformity in the

visual arts and academic discourse. Meanwhile, a formerly ‘documentary’

photographer such as Martin Parr has been able to pursue radical experi-

ments while publishing softened versions of them in mainstream presses

and museums as well as corporate strategies, making postmodernist 

photography palatable to middlebrow audiences. Even though a lot of its

traditional social uses remain seemingly untouched, photography’s 

historic alternative as a medium – to supplant literature, or to become a

new literature – would seem to have been resolved in favour of the second

term, especially given, as we shall see in the final chapter, literature’s own

marriage to photography. 
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That the outer man is a picture of the inner, and the face an expression

and revelation of the whole character, is a presumption likely enough in

itself, and therefore a safe one to go by; evidenced as it is by the fact that

people are always anxious to see anyone who has made himself famous

by good or evil, or as the author of some extraordinary work; or if they

cannot get a sight of him, to hear at any rate from others what he looks

like. So people go to places where they may expect to see the person 

who interests them; the press, especially in England, endeavors to give 

a minute and striking description of his appearance; painters and

engravers lose no time in putting him visibly before us; and finally 

photography, on that very account of such high value, affords the 

most complete satisfaction of our curiosity.

Arthur Schopenhauer, ‘Physiognomy’, 18511

The history of literary responses to photography can usefully be 

envisioned as a history of ‘discoveries’, as I called them in chapter Three. 

The subject, however, is much broader, and since the 1980s an increasing

number of anthologies and monographs have scrutinized literature’s

practical relationships to photography and the visual. Though often

marred by national limitations, such studies have enriched our under-

standing in substituting for the previous history of opinions – often static

and merely ornamental – a history of ‘interactions’ between literature

and photography, to use Jane Rabb’s phrase.2

Paul Valéry’s 1939 ‘parallel’ between the advent of photography and

that of the ‘descriptive genre’, for instance, has taken the proportion of an

five
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epistemic link between the realist novel and the photographic construc-

tion of reality. Carol Armstrong suggests that Victorian and modern

British fiction as a whole was permeated by the advent of mass visuality,

while Jennifer Green-Lewis postulates an even broader synergy between

photography and the Victorian choice between romance versus

realism.3 Earlier Carol Shloss had shown to what an extraordinary extent

American writers have incorporated optical and photographic experi-

ences into the basic topics and modes of fiction.4 In France, Philippe

Ortel has claimed that photography determined an ‘invisible revolution’

in literature by creating a new ‘framework’ that, whether explicitly

acknowledged or not, invaded the codes, topics, and functions of fiction;

as he notes, in the nineteenth century photography is ‘everywhere and

nowhere’, meaning that whether or not writers explicitly registered 

opinions about it their work was affected by its ubiquity.5 Conversely,

Jérôme Thélot has claimed for literature a crucial share in ‘inventing’

photography, in writing it into fiction or poetry and thereby ‘giving

meaning’ to it.6 My approach in this chapter is at the same time more

limited and broader. It is more limited in the sense that I do not attempt

to describe the vast spectrum of modern literary practices that reflect,

incorporate, register or deconstruct the social impact or the poetic force

of photographs, but concentrate on representations of literature (and

writers) through photography. It is broader, however, in that at the same

time I am trying, in this final chapter, to bring to a conclusion the discus-

sion opened in the previous ones about the large-scale reshuffling of

cultural functions between literature and photography. As we shall see,

the increasing theatricality and declining eloquence of photography in

the late twentieth century have been matched by the increasing penchant

of literature for photography; perhaps the main achievement of the 

contemporary period is the successful hybridization of the two mediums.

The advent of photography must not be considered merely an external or

a late circumstance in an evolution process of literature construed as 

independent and already consolidated by 1840; on the contrary, from a

socio-historical viewpoint, the invention of photography was largely con-

current with the emergence of literature as a commodity and a cultural
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language of modernity, reflected by the fashioning of the writer figure as

cultural value. If photography contributed to a larger trend of publiciza-

tion and visualization of the private, the emergence of the writer’s cultural

and commercial value from the mid-nineteenth century on was in partic-

ular supported by the spread of his/her public image. The circulation of

authors’ portraits in the era of mass (engraved) illustration and then the

carte-de-visite played an important part in this development. Writers (and

artists) from the 1840s to the 1900s thus witnessed, with varying reactions,

the relatively sudden accession to visibility of their faces and bodies

through photography and engraving. This new social currency joined in

the larger visual gallery of public figures that self-styled photographic 

historians à la Brady or Nadar and firms such as Disderi’s offered for 

contemplation and collection. 

67 A. Berghaus, ‘M. B. Brady’s New
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I want to go back to the so-called phenomenon of literary ‘ambiva-

lence’ to photography, to suggest that for many writers, guarded behaviour

was guided not only by frustration with their photographic images but by a

more political reaction against the pressure to have their faces publicized.

A good example is Herman Melville, who in Pierre, or the Ambiguities, had

his title character turn down – as Melville had done himself – a publisher’s

request for a portrait with this declaration of aristocratic taste: ‘Besides,

when every body has his portrait published, true distinction lies in not 

having yours published at all.’7 Frederick Douglass, who early on became

keenly aware of the expediency of broadcasting an appealing image of 

himself, linked the twin issues of pictorial unpredictability and iconic

power when he exclaimed, in a 1861 lecture on ‘Pictures and Progress’, that 

a man who now o’days publishes a book, or peddles a patent medi-

cine, and does not publish his face to the world with it may almost

claim and get credit for simpler modesty. Handsome or homely,

manly or mean, if an author’s face can possibly be other than fine

looking the picture must be in the book, or the book be considered

incomplete.8

Emily Dickinson, while surrounding herself with photographs of 

fellow writers, refused to give her publisher a portrait of herself and open-

ly debunked the accepted wisdom that such a portrait could and should

serve as an adequate image of a writer’s ‘interiority’.9 John Ruskin consis-

tently grumbled at having his portrait taken, even when, as Jane Rabb

notes, the photographer was his fellow Oxford teacher and friend Lewis

Carroll.10 Gérard de Nerval, although he had attempted the daguerreo-

type on his Oriental voyage in 1843, remained suspicious of photographic

portraits and, shortly before his suicide, asked that a particularly 

disgraceful daguerreotype image of himself be regarded as ‘posthumous’,

while dedicating to Nadar a poem on the transmutation of metals which

warned modern engineers not to force matter to serve an ‘impious use’.11

Flaubert consistently refused to be photographed. While some writers,

such as Hawthorne, willingly posed and supplied portraits of themselves,

it does seem that the majority suffered from the tension that Helen Groth
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records in English Victorian poets, on the one hand appalled by ‘the

alienating effects of mass production’ and ‘the notion that their names,

faces, and lives could become commodities’, on the other involved by

necessity in feeding ‘the publicity machine by being photographed’.12

Some writers, however, for whom iconicization and publicization 

of their selves seemed quite welcome, took an active part in the picture-

making or in the circulation of images and thus willingly contributed

their own images to the ongoing redefinition of literature’s public role –

indeed to the elevation of literature to the status of a new religion. Two

prime examples, almost exactly contemporary and similar in many

respects, are the poets Victor Hugo in France and Walt Whitman in the

68 Charles Hugo and Auguste Vacquerie,
Victor Hugo on the Rock of the Exiles,
1853, salted paper print.



usa. When the French poet, already a national figure and a Republican

symbol, went into exile in the Channel Islands after Napoleon iii seized

power and restored the Empire, he and his family, especially his son

Charles, immediately took up photography. They were to invest an

extraordinary amount of energy in it over the next decade. 

Photographing sights on the island of Jersey, family groups and

scenes, Charles Hugo and his partner Auguste Vacquerie repeatedly

immortalized – here the word is no cliché – the great writer, not only in

portraits but in carefully staged compositions showing him, as in several

versions on ‘the Rock of Exile’, in the posture of the solitary Romantic 

facing the sea and offering himself as allegory. The hero of an epic resist-

ance against tyranny and mediocrity, but also the priest of a new cult –

the ‘Hugo religion’, as Jérôme Thélot terms it – the poet definitively 

associated, in these highly self-conscious photographs, Literature,

Freedom, and Progress.13 Hugo, who until then had been very discreet 

on photography, now believed in a ‘photographic revolution’ waged ‘in

collaboration with the sun’. ‘Solem quis dicere falsum audeat?’ (‘Who

would dare call the Sun false?’), he wrote to Flaubert in an 1853 letter 

that included a portrait of himself. Better known since an important 1999
show at the Musée d’Orsay, the hundreds of photographs thus composed

(on a daily basis) during the stay at Jersey (and to a lesser degree at

Guernsey after 1855) constitutes, writes Jane Rabb, ‘the most intensive

photographic record of any nineteenth-century writer.’14 This is a record

which, considering its highly theatrical dimension, ‘could almost be

called an enterprise in collective autofiction’.15 There is much evidence

that these photographs were intended originally to serve as illustrations

for the numerous literary projects that Hugo, in a creative frenzy, worked

on at Jersey: tipped-in prints of the exile tableaux were used in at least

five copies of a private edition of Hugo’s major poetic autobiography,

Contemplations (1856), and similar projects were envisioned but aborted

for lack of funds.16 Although their contemporary diffusion was limited to

friends and Parisian literati, these ventures decisively inaugurated not

only the promotional usage of a writer’s image (which, in the case of the

Jersey photographs, remained mostly a wishful idea, Hugo dreaming of

‘diffusing [the idea of] diffusion’, as Thélot puts it, rather than actually118



succeeding in it) but the photography of literature as a cultural force 

linking poetry and science in the service of a liberation of mankind.

In 1855, exactly at the same time as Hugo was working on the publi-

cation of his Contemplations, the first edition of Leaves of Grass appeared

in New York, which in lieu of an author’s name included an engraved

frontispiece with a full-length portrait of Walt Whitman in ‘bohemian’

dress, a picture (by Gabriel Harrison) that contrasted with the usually

staid style of authors’ busts. This image, which would establish the figure 119
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of the American poet and reverberate it at least down to the beat 

generation, was the first of several photographic frontispieces used by

Whitman and one among many portraits (probably over a hundred) that

make Whitman the most photographed major writer of the century, as

well as the most ‘photophile’.17 As a young journalist in New York Walt

Whitman had repeatedly described his visits to photographers’ galleries

and his exalted musings at their exhibitions of portraits – ‘a new world –

a peopled world, though mute as the grave’ yet telling ‘a thousand human

histories’.18 Whitman indeed kept abreast of photography as both a well

of popular romance and a source of information, particularly during the

Civil War. But above all he regarded it as an allegory of literature in its

rhetorical and political functions. While several of his poems testify direct-

ly to his wish to emulate photography as an unprejudiced, democratic 

and ‘quintessentially American’ art (as Rabb indicates), the famous late

piece titled ‘Out from behind this mask’ (1876) was specifically meant 

‘to confront my portrait’ (as a wound-dresser during the Civil War) and to

‘emanate . . . a Look’ for the viewer-reader. Like Hugo, but in more durable

fashion, Whitman was genuinely fascinated by the medium’s facility for

procuring and diffusing not only images of himself (which he scrupulously

kept, as they became popular collectibles) but also, through this allegorical

mediation, a picture of Literature and its mission to enlighten and redeem

the world. 

Though the relevance of such a mission came into question with later

generations, the Hugolian ‘revolution’ – the metamorphosis of the writer

into a national and universal heroic image – which was amplified after

Hugo’s death, left its mark on many of his successors. Later in the nine-

teenth century, writers as diverse as Thomas Hardy, Émile Zola, Oscar

Wilde (today regarded as a major pioneer of ‘self-invention’)19 or Leo

Tolstoy (‘one of the most photographed figures of his time in Russia’)20

all showed a concern for their image by participating in highly concerted

portrait productions and publications. Even some confirmed photo-

phobes privately indulged in photographic tableaux of themselves, as in

Edgar Degas’s famous portrait of Stéphane Mallarmé posing before a

mirror in the company of Auguste Renoir (one of several artist friends,

along with Degas and Manet, who reconciled the poet with pictures and120



his own image after his early and prolonged ‘crisis’ had made him,

according to Thélot, associate photography with the haunting experience

of nothingness).21

After 1880 the growing field of amateur photography attracted some

writers and intell ectuals, though many of those, following an earlier 

pattern of discretion, kept their photographic practice a private matter. 121
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Zola, who as a champion of Naturalism had claimed photography as a

model for literary ‘reproduction’, and whose writing techniques were 

permeated by the logic of experimental observation, had largely ceased

writing when he took up photography in earnest in the late 1880s.22

Though his very deliberate photographic practice, conducted with ‘serious’

rather than amateur equipment, can be seen as consistent with his 

systematic protocols for fiction, the larger battle against social injustice122
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that informed much of his public life tends to fade from view in his

imagery, which remained mostly private and can be seen in large part as

intimate, sentimental, and stylistically pictorialist. Zola’s photographs of

his daughter are reminiscent of Alfred Stieglitz’s portraits of Katherine,

which is something of an irony in view of the American photographer

professing the influence of Zola’s novels on his choice, in the 1890s, of

‘low’ subjects. Similarly, Zola’s images of the writer’s interior (his desk,

etc.) appear less today as detached ‘observations’ than as complacent self-

representations. In the same period, the American patrician historian

and novelist Henry Adams and his wife Marian Clover Adams spent con-

siderable amounts of time and care producing and commenting on their

own photographs, from the time of their honeymoon in 1873 to Marian’s 123
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suicide in 1883 – by means of photographic cyanide potassium – and in

later life Henry took up photography, again privately, all the while 

descrying it in his writing.23 Later in the twentieth century, the practice 

of photography by writers – from Giovanni Verga, G. B. Shaw, J. M. Synge

or the young William Faulkner, to Jerzy Kozinsky, Richard Wright or

Michel Tournier – became almost banal, though in most cases it did not

come to light or prominence until the 1970s or ’80s, as in the example of

Eudora Welty, long known as a storyteller before her photography of the

rural American South in the 1930s was publicized.24

If the photographic practice, and especially the self-representation, 

of writers thus remained largely a private matter until about 1980, their

iconicization continued to expand through the twentieth century. After

1900, modernist writers from Marcel Proust and Ezra Pound to James

Joyce, Italo Svevo and Maxim Gorki, plus the whole Surrealist group, 

routinely posed for photographers, now often artist photographers, 

in increasingly self-conscious and technically ambitious portraits (see for

example Man Ray’s Album du Surréalisme). Many of the classic images of

the 1920s and ’30s identified by standard photo-histories are portraits of

writers by Man Ray, Alexander Rodchenko, Robert Capa, Gisèle Freund,

Brassaï and other photographers, who often became public figures as 

well and sometimes literary personae, as in the case of Brassaï, who was

fictionalized by Henry Miller in Tropic of Cancer. In the 1940s, ’50s and

’60s, André Kertesz, Henri Cartier-Bresson, Youssouf Karsh, Richard

Avedon and others would complete the writer’s photographic stardom,

just as, with Truman Capote, Ernest Hemingway, Jean-Paul Sartre or Yukio

Mishima (all adepts, in various ways, of propagandistic uses of their own

images), the figure of the writer attained perhaps maximal exposure, often

linked to political commitments and epic achievements. In the decades

following World War ii the mainstream picture press greatly contributed

to the iconicization of writers by regularly featuring their portraits, their

interiors and sometimes their hobbies or vacation habits. The death of the

great writer (already an image when Man Ray photographed Proust on his

death bed) was now an occasion for grandiloquent front-page layouts. 

In the same period, the earlier trend of photographers testifying, like

Nadar or Brady, to their ‘historic’ acquaintance with great literary figures 125
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took on a more explicitly literary turn, as some photographers became,

or came to be considered, the established memorialists of writers; Gisèle

Freund in her reminiscences (Three Days with James Joyce and The World 

in My Camera), Brassaï in his studies of Lewis Carroll and Marcel Proust

(the latter posthumously published) and Richard Avedon in his comments 127
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on writers’ portraits, are classic examples.25 By 1970, as the public image

of the writer had become a staple of literary publishing and social

columns, many serious writers continued Dickinson’s and Mallarmé’s

resistance to photography by refusing to engage in any portraiture (or

transaction with the press). Some (such as Julien Gracq, René Char and128
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Thomas Pynchon) opted for total withdrawal from the public sphere,

thus implementing what Paul Virilio would call an ‘aesthetics of 

disappearance’.26 Others chose a more ambiguous stance by offering

explicitly unconventional, demystifying, or even slightly crude images 

of themselves. Such gestures, however, remained relatively insignificant

in the face of the growing hybridization of photography, literature and 

performance that I want to conclude with.

Since the nineteenth century, concurrent with the project of imaging

the writer’s face had been that of illustrating his or her work, and this 129
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larger branch of the emerging industry of photographing literature 

was often exposed to the same ambivalences we have been discussing.

Whether revisiting classics, or embarking on original projects, photog -

raphers and writers were collaborating well before 1900 – mostly in

English-language publications. A singularly precocious case was

Nathaniel Hawthorne. One of the very first major fiction writers to centre

a novel on the character of a photographer (The House of the Seven Gables,

1851), Hawthorne was again innovative in publishing The Marble Faun

(1860), his last major work, in a luxurious Tauchnitz edition illustrated

with 57 tipped-in albumen prints from commercial tourist images.27 The

German publisher had been for some time publishing illustrated English

and American classics for the English-speaking tourist market on the 

continent, and would issue a photographic edition of George Eliot’s

Romola in 1863. Hawthorne’s book became as durable a classic of Italian

travel as any guidebook, and was reissued in several other illustrated 

editions before the end of the century. The Tauchnitz volumes thus

helped set a broader publishing pattern, flourishing in England after

1860. Several photographer-publishers, notably George Washington

Wilson and Francis Frith, made a speciality of producing illustrated 

editions and holding public recitations of poets such as Longfellow,

Walter Scott, Robert Burns and even Wordsworth. As we saw in chapter

Two, Frith used the photographic book, starting with his Egypt and

Palestine Photographed and Described, as an arena for enunciating photo-

graphic style and authorship; in 1864 Frith and Co. started a ‘Gossiping

photographer’ series, and in the preface to his illustrated edition of

Longfellow’s Hyperion (1865) the photographer pointedly discussed 

photography’s relationship to the modern taste for romance.28

In the same general context, but in a very different stylistic vein and

ambition, belongs the photo-literary career of Julia Margaret Cameron,

who, closely allied with many of England’s prominent writers and 

intellectuals, began work on illustrating Tennyson’s poetry (especially

his Idylls of the King) as soon as she started photography in earnest in

1864. Though the contemporary reception of Cameron’s often poignant

portraits denigrated their photographic realism as inappropriate to 

legendary and imaginary subjects, and though her literary ventures were 131
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financially disastrous, recent criticism has commended her anti-positivist

spiritualism and her creative use of light and shadow as befitting

Tennyson’s strongly visual imagination (as shown also by her portraits

of Tennyson, Thomas Carlyle or John F. Herschel).29 The same coales-

cence of visual imagination, literary and photographic experimentation 133
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also characterizes the work of Lewis Carroll – another familiar figure in

the Cameron circle – in the 1860s, although the logician generally did

not use photographs for illustrations in his published writings, and

although the plot and illustrations of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

(1865) are more reminiscent of Cyrano de Bergerac’s ‘extravagant 

conceptions’ than of Tennyson’s and Cameron’s modernized Arthurian

imagery. In his story ‘Photography Extraordinary’ (1855), Charles

Dodgson had invented a utopian method for, quite literally, photog -

raphing literature, through the fiction of a magical paper automatically

printing out various versions of a poem as they suggested themselves to

a poet’s mind.30 Carroll in his juxtapositions of the fictional and photo-

graphic Alices, Cameron in her Arthurian imagery and her portrait

work, and their circle (not unlike their heir, the Bloomsbury group) 

thus showed that photographing literature was possible and indeed 

aesthetically relevant – even as the genteel opinion of the times, some-

times shared by members of the group themselves, found the project

insulting to the very idea of literature.31134
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By no means, then, can it be maintained that the first work of 

fiction illustrated with photographs was Georges Rodenbach’s Bruges-la-

Morte. An elegiac portrait of the Belgian city first published in 1892
(with similigravures based on originals supplied by photographic firms),

Bruges-la-Morte has been regarded as a relevant influence on writers from

André Breton to W. G. Sebald and Yasunari Kawabata.32 Indeed, this 

singular book was a milestone in a larger publishing fad, in turn-of-the-

century France, of photomechanically illustrated novels, especially of a

popular kind – a fad that prompted the Mercure de France magazine to

launch an opinion survey in 1898 among writers ‘on the novel illustrated

135
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by photography’.33 Bruges-la-Morte marked a threshold in embodying, 

in distant echo to Talbot’s The Pencil of Nature, a reflexive investigation 

on the ‘illustrative’ medium of photography, here interpreted, as Paul

Edwards has shown, as a purveyor of relics, ideally suited to sustain the

description of a ‘dead’ city that itself served as scenery for the quest for

the dead beloved. In fact, Rodenbach anticipated much of the later dis-

course on photography’s connections to death, perhaps more than it did

André Breton’s ‘anti-descriptive’ use, in Nadja (1928), of the photographs

of Jacques-André Boiffard, Man Ray and others. In this prototypal

Surrealist novel, Breton presented the photographs as at once ‘objective’,

‘neutral’ or anti-literary images of city sights or human faces, and as

signed, authored reflections – by others – of the narrator’s ‘special angle’

on these sights in his search for the elusive Nadja.34 Nadja, which encom-

passed in the form of a novel the inspirational power the Surrealists

found in photography (as with automatic writing),35 was a landmark, and

in France at least the notion of substituting photographs for descriptions

was regarded as a novelty. 

A decade later, in his centennial speech, Paul Valéry would wonder at

the possibility that photography might ‘restrict the importance of the art

of writing’ by discouraging one from ‘describing what [it] can automati-

cally record’;36 and in 1940 the French historian of photography Georges

Potonniée would quote this speech in his singular chapter on ‘photog -

raphy, a literary process’, where he listed ‘teaching’ and ‘recreation’ –

especially in the form of cinematographic ‘drama’ – as the main avenues

of this overlooked use of photography, destined in his eyes to palliate the

powerlessness of words ‘to create an image’.37 Breton, however, had been

preceded in the ‘authored illustration’ mode, if not by Francis Frith and

Julia Margaret Cameron, at least by Henry James. In 1904, indeed, the

‘old lion’ had asked the avant-garde pictorialist photographer Alvin

Langdon Coburn to illustrate the complete ‘New York’ edition of his

fiction, signalling a momentous shift in the division of labour between

photography and serious literature. Previously James had made no 

mystery of his iconophobia and his distaste for the ‘illustrative’ credo of

modern literary publishing, which he saw as contributing to the decline

of literature. In the context of 1905 the systematic introduction of 136



photographic illustrations in the definitive edition of the English language’s

foremost modern writer rang as both an act of deference to the publish-

ing trade and as a significant stage in the legitimization of photography

as a sister art to literature. In addition it could be read as an attempt on

the part of a champion of literature to capitalize on photography’s rising

star. It is striking that James, who did not believe in ‘art photography’,

not only instructed Coburn about subjects to be depicted – mostly for

‘atmosphere’, rather than specific narrative detail – but enjoined the 137
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photographer, whom he clearly admired, to develop a personal, peculiar

‘view’ of them; in return Coburn (whose Jamesian assignment is not

today considered among his best work) spoke highly of James’s ‘photo-

graphic’ style of observation.38

In both James’s and Breton’s cases – and in spite of obvious differences –

the fact that the photography was explicitly referred to photographic 

signatures, as opposed to mere illustrators, suggested that modern 

collaborations no longer obeyed the ‘survey’ structure, or Frith’s compla-

cent photographic ‘gossiping’, and instead reflected parallel aesthetic

researches. In modernist circles from New York to London, Berlin and

Moscow, as well as among the Dada and surrealist groups, such parallels

became almost banal by 1930, and they formed an aesthetic context for

the rise of the photo-essay discussed in chapter Two. Although the 

photo-essay in the documentary vein occupied much of the ground of

photo-literature from the 1940s to the ’60s (now almost systematically

coupled, as we have seen, with prefaces or commentaries by non-

photographer writers), a minor trend of original illustrated literature

continued to exist in this period, as in Breton’s L’Amour fou (1937) and

Jacques Prévert’s and Izis’s Charmes de Londres (1952). Meanwhile, the

increasing popularization of photography as a cultural and artistic force

led to countless photographic revisitations of classic oeuvres, some

becoming landmarks of their own. Edward Weston’s illustrations of

Whitman’s Leaves of Grass or Herbert W. Gleason’s photographic 

recreations of Henry David Thoreau’s travel and natural history works 

in the 1960s are two examples, while the 1970s and ’80s saw several 

photographic explorations of Proustian sites and scenes, notably by Jean-

François Chevrier and Xavier Bouchart.39 Though somewhat eerie, Sarah

Moon’s Little Red Riding Hood (1993) has become a popular version of the

tale. In the early twenty-first century the by now traditional juxtaposition

of (authored) photographs and texts is widely practised by literary maga-

zines, such as the New Yorker in its ‘Fiction’ column. Still, the notion of

illustrating literature is rather on the wane since 1970, as the photographic

image has increasingly assumed the role of participating in or indeed

embodying literary projects, in keeping with the evolution of many 138



creative photographers towards performance and fiction. As early as

1961, Roland Barthes had noted that the modern ‘photographic message’

no longer illustrated the text, which  conversely tended to become a 

commentary or ‘parasite’ of the image.40

The broadly postmodern rapprochement of literature and photography,

perhaps identified best in the literary and critical work of W. G. Sebald,

can only be briefly examined here. What needs stressing is that it has

largely succeeded, at least with the literary and cultural avant-gardes, in

displacing the traditional association of photography with realism and a

neutral or impersonal memory apparatus, or at least embedding it deeply

in a form of literature that is simultaneously resolutely fictional and

explicitly autobiographical. This shift towards ‘autofiction’, a genre of

fictionalized autobiography that – often accompanied by photographs –

came to be recognized as such around 1980 in France, was announced 

in various works by nouveau roman authors (among them Alain Robbe-

Grillet and Claude Simon) and in some ways illustrated by Barthes’s

Camera Lucida.41 This was claimed by Sebald, though in a different vein,

as necessary in the wake of the twentieth century’s disastrous human

record and the need for reconstructing personal as well as public 

remembrance in non-didactic ways. It has been powerfully supported 

by contemporary art photography trends, from Christian Boltanski to

Sally Mann, Nan Goldin or Gerhard Richter. 

In France, autofiction has taken a considerable place on the literary

scene itself and within its most respected publishing houses – such as

Gallimard. One pioneer was Michel Tournier, who, however, tended to

remain confined to the illustrative mode. The brief career of the photog-

rapher, writer and critic Hervé Guibert was a decisive stage; his first

major published project was Suzanne et Louise (1980), a family narrative

illustrated with photographs of the young writer-photographer’s two

great aunts, which played at exploiting and redefining the popular genre

of the roman-photo. The following year Guibert published a kind of 

literary self-portrait titled L’Image fantôme, comprising a collection 

of reminiscences – written and not illustrated – about photography and

photographs. His later works (published by Gallimard) usually did not

include photographs, and largely consisted of diaries and narratives of 139



and about the representation of his increasingly painful life and the

approach of death from aids, which he also documented in photographs

and films. Photo-narratives by writer-photographers such as Denis Roche

or Alix Cléo Roubaud have been largely centred on the theme of the 

photographer’s ‘absences’, or creative abstentions. The roman-photo, 

formerly a pulp genre, has been evolving towards highbrow status, 

as shown, beyond Guibert’s example, by the collaborations of Benoît

Peeters and Marie-Françoise Plissart.42 These trends have paved the

ground for an explosion, in French literary publishing, of illustrated

‘autofiction’, especially by women writers (Anne-Marie Garat, Annie

Ernaux and Christine Angot, among others). No matter how wordy, even

verbose, this trend may seem, at the same time it does not contradict the

postmodern aspiration of photography to silence: in much autofiction

the photographs are not used as illustration in a connected ‘photo-text’

but instead as further evidence – almost in a forensic sense – of a process

of decomposition by the subject (and therefore the text). 

Meanwhile, many French philosophers and intellectuals turned, in

the 1980s and ’90s, to the critique and the history of images (occasionally

publishing, like Régis Debray, illustrated volumes themselves). The soci-

ologist and essayist Jean Baudrillard, however, who first reached public

status with celebrated debunkings of the ‘systems’ of fashion or objects,

later combined his well-known critique of ‘the disappearance of reality’

with photographic and autobiographical publications, ending his prolific

career by being known also as a photographer and an influential writer

on photography.43 While these various hybridizations of literature with

photography have attracted commercial success and critical attention, 

it is too early to tell whether they signal a durable pattern, especially as

cyberliterature starts to offer another, more radical, alternative to trad -

itional fiction writing. Certainly the blogosphere offers much in the way

of photographic autofiction. What is unquestionable, however, is that

beneath the changing fashions of the publishing market a global shift has

definitely reduced the old estrangement of photography from literature.

In the early twenty-first century, even as creative photography has mostly

renounced its symbolist alliance with literary rhetoric, the ‘pencil of

nature’ has become, more than ever before, a familiar tool of writers.140
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It is tempting to close this book with a bold verdict: if poetry was for

Baudelaire a refuge of the imagination against the inroads of photographic

and other modern vulgarities, in the age of Barthes, Baudrillard, Sebald,

and Sherman photography has become a new muse of literature – or 

perhaps one of the driving forces behind the ‘eviction of literary speech’1

– and a principal weapon in the critique of the very reality it was once

supposed to certify. Unquestionably, at the beginning of the twenty-first

century the interpretation of photography as ‘writing with light’ has

gained credence at the expense of its older gloss, equally fanciful but once

compelling, as ‘sun painting’. What is more, the aesthetic and epistemo-

logical model of (truthful) representation that underlay the former

etymology has by and large yielded to a definition of art as (subjective,

historical, economic, social) production  – a definition the ‘digital turn’

has only boosted further. Such a clear-cut conclusion, however, would be

far too simplistic, and I wish to end with some words of methodological

and historical caution.

In my introduction I wrote that one of the original claims of this book

was to attempt to address its topic from the point of view of photography,

rather than taking literature’s priority for granted and assessing its ability

to ‘make sense’ of photography. I believe chapters Two and Four particu-

larly illustrate this claim, retracing some of the steps by which serious or

concerned photographers devised suitable modes and genres of self-

expression and more generally of photo-textual production. As I warned,

however, seeking to espouse photography’s point of view is a slippery

path, since, today as yesterday, no clear consensus delimits the area of its

Conclusion
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extension – or even of its ‘relevant’ uses. I maintain the thesis of my earlier

book, that is, the notion of a global ‘learning’ or de-popularization of the

medium.2 A shift, that is, to highbrow status, one symptom of which is

precisely the modernist and postmodernist taste for photography, another

being its canonization as an academically sanctioned expression of 

subjective singularity. Yet I certainly do not consider this shift to have

prevailed equally in every aspect of the ubiquitous practice(s) of photog -

raphy and images, nor do I suggest that all contemporary photography is

‘literary’. It is questionable whether mail-order catalogues and police files

of 2000 are more ‘literary’ than those of 1930 or 1880. Amateur photog -

raphy, still regrettably understudied, seems to me no more or less ‘literary’

than it was in 1960 or 1920. There certainly exist interesting echoes

between, say, the practices of postcard correspondence, photographic play

or diary illustration after World War i – often highly erudite – and the

contemporary economies of email and blogs, today’s primary vectors for

the circulation and the commentary of images. Incidentally, a full-fledged

exploration of captioning, especially in amateur photography, would
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probably shed much light on the literary imaginations and aspirations 

of photographers. And here I must acknowledge my own limitations. 

As this book aimed at a synthesis rather than a wholly novel investigation,

it has tended to endorse accepted hierarchies more than would be suitable

to an authentically ‘photographic’ account. Many subjects touched on in

this book beg for further, innovative research. Nonetheless I hope to have

made a step in the right direction, and especially towards acknowledging

the contribution of photographers to literature, as opposed to the better-

known literary accounts of photography. Incidentally, a similar criticism

applies to the international dimension of my account; it attempts to 

gather several threads – European and North American, for the most 

part – but fails to consider other important areas, especially Asian and

post-colonial, which would be necessary to warrant general conclusions. 

In addition, the very idea of a global status change of photography –

especially towards compatibility with literature – must be questioned

precisely to the extent that it is seductive. Ideally, I would like to have

shown that a shift has occurred, resulting in previously unthinkable

photo-literary oeuvres, such as Hervé Guibert’s, and bringing to the fore

photography’s affinities with various aspects of the broad territory I have

called ‘literature’, especially writing, narrative and fiction. In my view,

however, this shift does not separate two or more radically distinct ‘eras’,

construed as contradicting one another; in other words, my goal has been

to do history without historicism. As a specialist of the nineteenth century, 

I have consciously laid much emphasis on the earlier ‘interactions’ of

photography and literature, no doubt at the expense of the later manifes-

tations. But this choice was also meant to refute a common opinion,

according to which photography would only have been truly ‘discovered’

or ‘understood’ in later stages of its development – whether in the 1900s,

the 1930s, or the 1970s – after being shrouded or simply utilized by a

hopelessly stupid nineteenth century, ensconced in unpalatable ideologies

of positivism, utilitarianism or surveillance. I am struck by the fact that

Michel Foucault, doubtless an expert on the history of surveillance, almost

never mentioned photography in this connection and reserved one of

his rare comments on the history of photography to the composites 

of Rejlander and Henry Peach Robinson, which he saw as experiments in
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photographic freedom or ‘play’, anticipating fictional games of the

1970s.3 Similarly, and more generally, I consider that much of the critical

wisdom received in the late twentieth century about photography, 

and described then as novel, was aptly articulated in the first decades 

of the medium; witness, especially, the texts by Lady Eastlake and 

Oliver W. Holmes previously discussed. 

It is doubtless difficult to reconcile the idea of an epistemic shift –

largely inspired, in this book, by Foucault’s model – with such examples

of permanence, and indeed with the notion of ‘anticipation’ itself. Yet,

following Foucault’s example, I try to overcome this paradox by locating

the shift not primarily on the plane of ‘ideas’, that is, contents, but in the

social circuits of discourse and the productive practices they accompany,

justify, try to describe or manage to cover up. The fact of the matter, 

in both Holmes’s and Eastlake’s examples, and even to a large extent in

Baudelaire’s, is that their contributions to the cultural knowledge of 

photography were more or less entirely ignored until, at the earliest, 

the 1930s. This fact undoubtedly limits their historical significance, but it

does not allow one to consider later reformulations as ‘discoveries’, 

nor their original statements as mere ‘anticipations’. What emerges from

the confrontation of Eastlake or Holmes to Benjamin or – more crucially

– Barthes is that, on the one hand, several great literary minds have

reached similar conclusions about photography, which is perhaps com-

forting; while on the other, the discursive spaces where these conclusions

were uttered and received have shifted and, to put it bluntly, moved away

from the periphery and closer to the centres of academic, economic

and/or institutional power. 

To take another, symmetrical, example, a mere chronological 

history of the photographically illustrated book might consider that

Hawthorne’s Marble Faun, or even for that matter The Pencil of Nature,

belong squarely in the same genre as Nan Goldin’s Ballad of Sexual

Dependency or Hervé Guibert’s Suzanne et Louise, the differences being

primarily technical or stylistic. In contrast, a more sociological (or

‘archaeological’ in Foucault’s sense) approach would point out the 

great socio-cultural gap between a publisher such as Tauchnitz in 

1860, targeting primarily the elite tourist market, and the Gallimard
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house, France’s best established and most respected literary publisher

since the 1930s, which in admitting Guibert and several other photo-

writers into its exclusive ‘white collection’ has indeed crossed a threshold.

Finally, to recognize that Bayard’s eerie self-portraits are the first photo-

graphic fictions (or among the first) is to recognize the obvious, but to

deduce that they are essentially similar to Cindy Sherman’s costumed

impersonations would be ahistorical (in spite of Sherman’s and

Bayard’s shared reluctance to public speech, which reminds us of a 

general, perhaps even constitutional, defiance of photog raphers towards

language). Bayard’s images were, in part, playful protests against 

institutional injustice and went largely unheeded, whereas Sherman’s

Untitled Film Stills (which the photographer has never considered self-148
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portraits) issued from a highly educated and concerted artistic project

and quickly earned her major institutional recognition. In photography

as in other domains of culture, a history of ideas and a history of practices

must always work hand in hand.

These remarks do not, however, lead to a wholly sceptical conclusion

as far as the larger ‘idea of photography’ is concerned: there are indeed,

in my view, enough hints to suggest that the accumulated record of 170
years of photographic and literary practices points in certain directions

and bears witness to certain changes. First of all, as I have argued in 

several parts of this book, a pattern of evolution is better discerned if 

one considers the two mediums in solidarity rather than in opposition. 

In other words, one better understands what appears as a pattern of

increasing literary sympathy for photography (and, conversely, a greater

literary sensibility of photography) if one considers that the two mediums

grew not in isolation or succession – photography following literature as

a distant and younger relative – but in the same large historical period,

broadly identified as modern, driven by the same general Romantic 

aspiration to the emancipation of individual consciousness. Social, 

educational or utilitarian usages of photography – or for that matter of

literature – have not disappeared in this process; but what the success of

sophisticated photo-literary experiments since the 1970s demonstrates is

the coming of age of a hybrid ‘medium of expression’ (perhaps to be

regarded as only a branch of the larger realm loosely called multi-media)

where neither photography nor literature is clearly the parent figure.

Furthermore, the mere notion of ‘expression’ no more suffices to sum -

marize the second age of photography than that of ‘representation’ does 

its first age. As we have seen, the theatrical or performative components

so prominent in post-1970 photography (and their inclusion in photo-

literary projects) have tended to invalidate the earlier, Stieglitzian model

of medium autonomy and expressiveness and the regime of photographic

eloquence that supported it. It is tempting here to modify the terms, and

to suggest that behind or beyond the demise of a regime of (truthful) 

representation and its apparent replacement by a quest for self-expression

lies a more fundamental shift. This shift, arguably, has led photography

(and literature) from a metaphysics of presence, to use Jacques Derrida’s 149



expression, to a poetics of difference or écart.4 That is, to a pragmatics 

of photographic absence from the world, and an ethics of photographic

abstention – an unwillingness to restore the former (illusory) photo-

graphic will to order the world. To put the matter in the Peircian

paradigm often used about it, photography would thus have moved from

an age of the icon (or resemblance to an object fantasized as present) to

an age of the index (or trace of an object observed as absent); or, again,

from an art of light to an art of the shadow.5

Once more, here one must use caution. What Benjamin called the

‘optical unconscious’ was well known and commented on by nineteenth-

century photographers and critics, beginning with Talbot himself, who

generally produced advanced reflections on the productive absences of

photography. The fact that a photographer is not usually aware of every

detail his shot will reveal upon observation, or the lessons about the

world and its way of looking that we learn from photographs (as in the

classic case of the galloping horse), could be considered two examples.

Indeed, the discovery of this visual unconscious largely predates photog-

raphy, as Jonathan Crary has shown. Nonetheless, it would be difficult 

to deny that in the first age of photography, roughly speaking the nine-

teenth century, its ‘idea’ or its social discourse was permeated by the

powerful fantasy of a newly available presence of the world, superlatively

expressed by Oliver W. Holmes in his dreams of disembodied armchair

travel among a vast stereoscopic ‘bank of Nature’ (even though the same

Holmes also brilliantly elaborated on the photograph as an image of

absence). This metaphysics of presence has not deserted our routine uses

of photography (or television), as shown by the continual argument of

football buffs in favour of video refereeing (the counter-argument being

less of the nature of a contestation of photographic evidence than of an

ideological line of reasoning on football as a ‘human’ game). 

Certainly, however, the pursuit of absence has been an over -

whelming trend in creative photography of the post-1970 period (and a

very discernible one well before that date), while photography has also

accompanied conceptual practices concerned with the disappearance of

the work of art, as in land art. The same trend has been a major factor in

its appeal to writers of the same period. These writers have themselves150



oscillated, as in the paradigm example of Jean Baudrillard, between the

‘literary’ deploration of a ‘desert’ world and the recourse to photography

as a medium, not for the restoration of presence, but for the recording of

the postmodern subject’s traces – often in a very intimate space, and often

also in a theatre of death.6 As such Hippolyte Bayard’s bittersweet self-

portraits and Hervé Guibert’s terribly ordinary, untheatrical images of

(his) interiors and private circumstances must be regarded, despite their

superficial resemblance as ‘self-expression’, as absolutely antinomic.

Whereas the inventor was playing dead to prove the reality of his inven-

tion and remind authorities of his angry presence, his distant successor

was playing photographer to produce an advance record of his future,

silent, absence. This comparison alone cannot bear the burden of the

complex history which this book proposed to sketch, be it only because

the mourning mode does not exhaust a contemporary scene that also

manages, as with Cindy Sherman or Martin Parr, to look smilingly on our

cravings for life and presence. It may, however, serve as a short illustra-

tion of the shift I have attempted to outline in photography’s relationship

to literature and, by the same token, the world.
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